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ABSTRACT
Game engine programming involves a great number of software components, many of which perform
similar tasks; for example, memory allocation must take place in the renderer as well as in the creation
routines while other tasks such as error logging must take place everywhere. One area of all games which
is critical to the success of the game is that of game balance and tuning. These balancing initiatives cut
across all areas of code from the player and AI to the mission manager. In computer science, we’ve come
to call these types of concerns “cross cutting”. Aspect oriented programming was developed, in part, to
solve the problems of cross cutting: employing “advice” which can be incorporated across different pieces
of functionality. Yet, despite the prevalence of a solution, very little work has been done to bring cross
cutting to game engine programming. Additionally, the discipline involves a heavy amount of code
rewriting and reuse while simultaneously relying on many common design patterns that are copied from
one project to another. In the case of game balance, the code may be wildly different across two different
games despite the fact that similar tasks are being done. These two problems are exacerbated by the fact
that almost every game engine has its own custom DSL (domain specific language) unique to that
situation. If a DSL could showcase the areas of cross cutting concerns while highlighting the ability to
capture design patterns that can be used across games, significant productivity savings could be achieved
while simultaneously creating a common thread for discussion of shared problems within the domain. This
dissertation sought to do exactly that- create a metalanguage called GAMESPECT which supports
multiple styles of DSLs while bringing aspect-oriented programming into the DSL’s to make them DSAL
(domain specific aspect languages). The example cross cutting concern was game balance and tuning since
it’s so pervasive and important to gaming. We have created GAMESPECT as a language and a
composition framework which can assist engine developers and game designers in balancing their games,
forming one central place for game balancing concerns even while these concerns may cross different
languages and locations inside the source code. Generality was measured by showcasing the composition
specifications in multiple contexts and languages. In addition to evaluating generality and performance
metrics, effectiveness was be measured. Specifically, comparisons were made between a balancing
initiative when performed with GAMESPECT vs a traditional methodology. In doing so, this work shows
a clear advantage to using a Metalanguage such as GAMESPECT for this task. In general, a line of code
reduction of 9-40% per task was achieved with negligible effects to performance. The use of a
metalanguage in Unreal Engine 4 is a starting point to further discussions concerning other game engines.
In addition, this work has implications beyond video game programming. The work described highlights
benefits which might be achieved in other disciplines where design pattern implementations and crosscutting concern usage is high; the real time simulation field and the field of Windows GUI programming
are two examples of future domains.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Background
Video game programming is an area of computer science in which a large amount of
common code is written and re-written daily. It is also an area where a large amount of cross
cutting can be seen across many languages (DeLoura, 2001). One area where cross cutting is
prolific is that of game balance. Games are balanced for difficulty and ease of play for the users,
but the code to perform this balancing is scattered throughout the codebase. Some work has
gone into terminology and methodologies for balance but nothing has been adopted as a standard
or set of best practices across the industry (Hunicke, LeBlanc, & Zubek, 2004). One of the
major problems of setting these standards is the vast number of languages which must be used to
describe the balancing to be performed. This is a first class cross cutting concern which is
reminiscent of various standards discussed in Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) literature
(Lewis & Whitehead, 2011). The work described in this paper seeks to leverage a multi-DSAL
(domain specific aspect language) to bind together multiple compilation targets in a shared
common DSAL. In this way cross-cutting can be leveraged to be a useful construct for game
programming. In this specific case, game balance is chosen as the example cross-cutting
concern, but many others exist (Blow 2004).
To understand the scope of the problem at hand, one must first understand the
terminology and current landscape of game development. The codebase of video game software
is known as the “Game Engine”. A game engine incorporates game art, video, animation,
artificial intelligence, player input detection and many other game specific pieces of software
into one coherent body of work. Most game engines support what is known of as a “scripting
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language” (Gregory, 2009). In common parlance, a scripting language is simply a DSL created
specifically for one game engine. One of the difficulties of solving game programming tasks is
the time required to ramp up software engineers in the desired domain specific language of the
engine (Blow, 2004). Further research and practice has shown that one of the most difficult
areas inside game programming is that of balance. Balance requires a great amount of effort by a
variety of disciplines; some of the practitioners of game balance are not programmers by trade
(Jaffe et al., 2012).
Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) is a game engine which supports a few different solutions for
scripting. Unreal Engine 4 developers can choose to perform their tasks in C++, LUA, Skookum
or in “Blueprints”. Blueprints are a visual scripting system used to code gameplay mechanics.
UE4 is made to have a low learning curve and a low barrier to entry. There are choices in UE4:
programmers can use textual scripting such as C++, LUA or Skookum or they can use Blueprints
(Mittring, 2012). Regardless of the choice, UE4 requires programmers to learn one or the other.
Either they must learn the new blueprint scripting language, or they must learn the idiosyncrasies
of the C++ implementation contained inside of UE4. In addition to the time required to learn new
languages, programmers must re-implement functionality from engine to engine; common
concerns exist such as entity systems, camera systems and balancing of mechanics which must
be converted to each new engine.
Furthermore, these systems share a great many subjects in common with many crosscutting concerns implemented time and time again across the engine. It has been noted by many
game engine experts that aspect oriented programming languages could help productivity of
game software creation (Bhowmik, Alves, & Niu, 2014).
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Aspect oriented languages provide a framework from which common functionality can
cross-cut several “concerns”. These concerns could be features such as logging, balance, entity
creation, FX creation or artificial intelligence. Many researchers have shown that the
acknowledgement of the patterns in game engines can help productivity and solving problems
that occur often in game development (Aleem, Capretz, & Ahmed, 2016; Ampatzoglou,
Frantzeskou, & Stamelos, 2012; Neto, Fernandes, Werner, & de Souza, 2009). In this way,
balance is a unique pattern in and of itself with first class considerations which should be made
to the architecture. There have been a few examples of balance infrastructures proposed by
researchers (Hunicke et al., 2004; Ludwig & Farley, 2007; Walk, Görlich, & Barrett, 2017).
Aleem et, al performed a study of important factors which contribute to the quality of
game software. In doing this, the team interviewed developers and investigated approaches to
game engine architecture. In the case of game engine architecture, the choice to use patterns is
very important. Specifically, their work found there was an overall desire to remove tight
coupling between systems. They also discovered there was a desire to use meta-languages and
other generative type languages for game engine programming (Aleem et al., 2016). Specific
approaches to this have been studied by others, such as Anderson et al who have catalogued
various scripting languages used across games. These researchers found a strong desire to use
metalanguages but a lack of a availability and a lack of applicability across engines (Anderson,
2011).
Similar issues with a lack of generality persist across the rest of the domain. For
example, some researchers have studied specific strategies to game balance including neural
networks and extended frameworks (Fabricatore, 2007; Olesen, Yannakakis, & Hallam, 2008).
In the Fabricatore work, the researchers used an neural network to modify behavior of non-
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player character participants in a real time strategy game. They employ a neural network which
learns the challenge rating of an opponent given a set of features and then seek to tune these
features closer to the player challenge ratings. These researchers have noted the difficulty of
encoding the balance settings and specifically list the difficulties of determining the reward
function for their neural network. In other words, delimiting the feature combinations and
locations of these in the codebase is non-trivial and while they would have liked to extend this to
other game types (FPS, 2D, Action) it wasn’t possible to generalize due to the embedding of the
features (Fabricatore, 2007). Aspect oriented programming is an approach which might help to
make these tasks possible due to its ability to collect multiple join points (features) with common
advice (Kiczales et al., 1997).

As noted by some authors, the problem with many aspect oriented programming
solutions is the relatively unproven track record of these solutions (Schaul, 2014). Many aspectoriented solutions exist but are created for general purpose languages such as Java and are often
not implemented with the challenges of a large piece of software (such as a game engine) in
mind. Some implementations inside the realm of simulation programming and design are very
similar to approaches taken in games. In these situations, researchers have discovered that aspect
oriented programming is beneficial to simulations which includes event queuing, resource
pooling, state detection and others (Chibani, Belattar, & Bourouis, 2013). Two of these are
directly applicable to game balance: event queuing and state detection. For example, Chibani et
al., have documented that state control is often scattered throughout the simulation code. In their
proposed system, they have shown a great degree of code detangling and simplification by using
aspects which gather the state information. This is analogous to collecting information in game
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balance such as number of jumps, energy used or other player state concerns. Other simulation
researchers have found that the cohesion of aspect oriented programming which exists at the
advice level is often beneficial to describing the overall semantics of the advice. In other words,
it’s good to keep this advice together (Ionescu, Piater, Scheuermann, & Laurien, 2010). A
similar motivation would be present for game balance, where practitioners will desire the various
elements of balance to be near each other in code.
Another piece of background work for this dissertation is the area of automatic game
fixing. This is an area in which errors in games are detected via a methodology which is akin to
aspect oriented programming (Lewis & Whitehead, 2011; Varvaressos, Lavoie, Gaboury, &
Hallé, 2017). Multiple groups have used methodologies which detect errors in code, often these
errors are detected via messaging and events from the underlying systems which are reminiscent
of pointcuts in other systems. The authors employ a style of aspect oriented programming and
provide a blueprint towards creating rules which can modify the underlying game code in the
case of certain events. For example, if the player jumps too high this might be considered an
exploit bug, and in this case the system can adjust the jump or alert the rest of the system of an
exploit (Lewis & Whitehead, 2011). What follows is an example rule from the Mayet system
created by Lewis and Whitehead:

Figure 1: Example Mayet Rule for Mario Jumping
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Problem Statement
Game balance is a general problem which remains to be solved inside the entertainment
industry (Korhonen, Montola, & Arrasvuori, 2009), (Jaffe et al, 2012). Meanwhile, many authors
have attempted to solve the problem of meta-languages and multi-DSL’s (Dinkelaker, Mezini, &
Bockisch, 2009), (Pinto, Carvalho, Bispo, & Cardoso, 2017). Although these two problems are
seemingly divergent, there is one overarching problem to the work described in this proposal:
how to balance a game which contains multiple languages across multiple contexts. Game
balancing is an aspect oriented problem cutting across many areas (and languages) used in the
game. The first type of problem addressed by this dissertation is where and how to insert advice
into a game engine in a way such that the new “multi-DSAL” can compile down to multiple
target “platforms”, in multiple situations. The second type of problem is that of game balance:
how can we demonstrate our newly created language helps the process of balancing a game.
Much work has gone into analyzing the steps and methodologies needed to balance games, and
there is a consensus of best practices (Cowley, Charles, Black, & Hickey, 2008). But while the
industry standardizes its methodologies, little has been done to standardize the architecture
behind balancing, which means that individual games must be balanced on an ad-hoc basis.

Dissertation Goal
As a piece of software engineering research, this work was meant to both be practical as
well as theoretical. The first goal was to create a multi DSAL (domain specific aspect language)
that can be used across multiple scripting languages and eventually multiple game engines. This
means in theory, the DSAL can be used in any game programming situation. The realities of the
complexity of game programming will dictate that the new system be deployed on one example
engine. To mitigate the concern of using only one engine, an engine was chosen that has
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multiple “platforms”, where each platform is a supported language. Therefore, the engine of
choice for this research was Unreal Game Engine 4.
Inside Unreal Game Engine 4 (UE4) it is possible to simulate the pluggability of a new
language. This is because Unreal Game Engine 4 contains a few ways to perform domain
specific scripting. These ways include:


Blueprints



C++



LUA



Skookum Script
Since there are multiple entry points to UE4, it means a pluggable solution must be

created to satisfy all contexts. This is necessary because all three languages have relative
strengths, advantages and differing approaches.
It is important to note that the four languages of UE4 are widely different in terms of
style. For example, Blueprints favor a visual approach where programmers, scripters and game
designers encode behaviors into nodes on graphs with the edges indicating transitions such as
triggers. Meanwhile on the other end of the spectrum is C++ scripting. The entire engine is built
upon C++, meaning that Skookum and Blueprints are made possible via C++ compilers and
interpreters inside UE4. In addition to these scripting solutions, the providers of the engine,
Epic Games, have created a C++ implementation that sits on top of the engine and allows for
true programming of the scripted behavior (Sherif, 2015). In this way, the C++ scripting
implementation is the closest to the actual source of the game engine. Sitting in between these
two extremes is the Skookum script solution, provided by Agog Labs. Skookum script is a
traditional scripting language in the sense that it represents a separate section of byte-code
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compileable code that is executed at run time. The UE4 engine provides an interface to hook in
behaviors to the Skookum script code.

Another solution to scripting in UE4 is that of LUA. Although LUA is a newcomer to the
engine, it is a proven scripting language and is often touted as being easy to use (Ierusalimschy,
De Figueiredo, & Filho, 1996). What follows is a brief example of the four approaches in an
example environment:

Figure 2: Skookum Example
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Figure 3: Blueprint example

Figure 4: UE4 C++ Example
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Figure 5: LUA Example in UE4

The goal of this dissertation was to make a new language, called GAMESPECT which is
pluggable to all the above script languages of UE4. This means there is a different interpretation
for each language, but the underlying mechanics and code remain the same. Other authors have
termed this style of programming “meta DSL” or metaprogramming / metalanguages (Visser,
2002). One key difference of this approach was the introduction of aspects. During the
development of each pluggable piece, aspects are woven into the existing scripting languages. In
the past, this type of aspect weaving has been called interpreted weaving (Cardoso, Diniz,
Monteiro, Fernandes, & Saraiva, 2010). In weaving, the authors merely insert the code advice
for the aspect into the newly compiled class, this is the traditional case of aspect oriented
programming as pictured in figure 6.
One approach to this problem has been the creation of “composition specifications”, as
discussed in much of Lorenz and Kojarski’s work.(Kojarski, 2008; Kojarski & Lorenz, 2005,
2007; Lorenz & Mishali, 2012). A composition specification allows for specifications to be
created per pluggable language. While Lorenz and Kojarski are creating multiple aspect
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languages, the work of this dissertation is only using one. Likewise, while Lorenz and Kojarski
are using only one platform, the proposed work must run on multiple target platforms.
Therefore, this work is related but sufficiently distinct. Nonetheless, a detailed treatment of their
work is forthcoming since composition specifications have much bearing on how GAMESPECT
is designed.

Figure 6: Aspect Oriented Programming Example

To motivate the stated goal, consider the benefits of centralization and cross cutting to
games. There has been a lot of literature referencing the need for design patterns in games. Aall
of this research points towards a significant savings in terms of effort if certain patterns can be
used (Aljasser, 2016; Dalmau, 2004; McNaughton et al., 2004) . Specifically, game balance is
an interesting area which can benefit from cross cutting and aspect oriented programming. As
noted, some researchers have begun repairing video games automatically with the use of rules
and cross cutting. The common methodology to this type of research is to hook in rules to
certain events and work by passing messages to a central handler which dispatches adjustments
to the game (Lewis & Whitehead, 2011; Varvaressos et al., 2017; Varvaressos, Vaillancourt,
Gaboury, Massé, & Hallé, 2013).
Game balance is an interesting area because there is a common methodology to the
balance of games but to date there has been relatively few cohesive frameworks to performing
the work (Koster, 2013). One framework proposed by researches is the MDA framework which
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stands for “mechanics, dynamics and aesthetics” (Hunicke et al., 2004). Mechanics form the
actual logic of the movements of the game, in terms of game code while dynamics refer to the
player inputs which give rise to these behaviors and the associated responses. Aesthetics
encompass the emotional responses to players during this moment of gameplay.

Figure 7: Mechanics, dynamics and aesthetics

MDA can break down rules of gameplay and critical junction points for gameplay items
(mechanics) to be balanced. For example, MDA can be used to describe the dynamics model of
monopoly which must balance money from various rental units, die rolls (luck), costs of
properties and various other items. Since its inception this framework has been a continual
subject of academic research as well as practical use (Aponte, Levieux, & Natkin, 2009; Koster,
2013; Sicart, 2008; Walk et al., 2017). As such, the work of this dissertation will employ the
theories presented from MDA in a meaningful way, the goal is to extend MDA to be used across
a wide variety of game types via using the shared language of GAMESPECT.
One of the reasons frameworks such as MDA have been difficult to implement inside
game engines is the huge variety of locations of cross cutting of game balance information. For
example, in a platformer game the jump height might be encoded in a UE4 blueprint but it might
as well be encoded in C++, as described above. Therefore, the problem becomes one of aspect
mining. Aspect mining is an area of research which is concerned with identifying and unifying
areas of cross cutting within a codebase. Using static methodologies as well as dynamic, aspect
mining can advise programs of hot-areas of aspect activity which can then be extracted to cross
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cutting concerns (Van Deursen, Marin, & Moonen, 2003). This work is important because one
of our implied goals of this research is to make the balance task of a game developer more
tractable. Wading through huge code trees isn’t going to be beneficial to the average developer,
but if aspect mining can help identify areas of game balance in existing code, we could leverage
these two research areas together to produce beneficial results. Aspect mining comes in many
flavors, everything from vector space comparisons to link analysis to genetic clustering
(Bethelmy, 2016; Huang, Lu, & Yang, 2010; Moldovan & Serban, 2006). For this research the
goal is not to propose a new aspect mining technique, but rather to discover which methodology
will prove fruitful to GAMESPECT.
One of the sub-areas of aspect mining is content browsing and visualization. This area
seeks to perform light aspect mining for the software developer via displaying graphs and call
trees. Analysis for this type of aspect mining is lighter in requirements and more well known,
likewise there have been many papers written on this are and there is a wealth of open source
software available to solve the problem (Ferenc, Beszédes, Tarkiainen, & Gyimóthy, 2002;
Reniers, Voinea, Ersoy, & Telea, 2014; Team, 2005). Source Navigator is one such tool which
has proven to be fruitful for GAMESPECT (Ferenc et al., 2002).
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One of the goals of this work was to create a tool which practitioners can use, and then to
gauge the usefulness of this tool. Usefulness was gauged by how many applicable languages the
metalanguage can support and if it makes the task easier. This property is investigated in greater
detail in the methodology section. To provide context, it’s beneficial to consider the normal use
case of using GAMESPECT for game balancing. This use case is summarized below:

Game Balance Use Case
1. Developer codes game as normal, using C++, Skookum and Blueprints
2. Developer uses a source navigator to find balance‐related "join points".
3. Developer annotates these join points using syntax understood by GAMSPECT. These are
similar to labels and they are given balance categories such as
 Physics mechanics
 Health
 Damage
 etc…
4. In GAMESPECT, developer now inputs "before", "during" and/or "after" advice for these join
points. For example:
 When health join point hit, increase health multiplier by X

Figure 8:GAMESPECT Use Case

Along with the stated goals, a priority of this research was to test the usefulness of
GAMESPECT across three usages in the Unreal Game Engine (C++, Lua and Skookum script).
The target example of choice for usefullness will be game balance; game balance tasks will be
implemented across three languages. Metrics such as usefulness, modularity, extensibility,
efficiency, and overall pluggability were considered and will be covered in the approach section,
below.
Now that development of GAMESPECT is complete, it would be desirable for
practitioners to monitor the gameplay of players when using GAMESPECT tuned systems, in
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this way creating a feedback loop for potential re-tuning. The system allows for cross cutting
which takes advice offline and applies it during the second, third or nth rounds of play.

The desired flow of this application of GAMESPECT is as follows:
1. Designers codify gameplay moments in GAMESPECT, creating join points.
a. Note: visualization and reverse engineering UML tools will be provided for help
finding the locations for cross cutting.
2. Behind the scenes, GAMESPECT cross cuts all four languages, generating applicable byte
code and creating an executable which can be played by users.
3. Users play the game with original difficulty settings.
4. Join points are called out with applicable settings reported at critical junctures in the
gameplay. These join points will give a variety of information to the game designer.
5. Advice is given in the form of real-time tuning of parameters. Each gameplay variable can
possibly change from this advice, in addition extra objects can be created or destroyed
depending on difficulty.
6. A new round of players begins from step three but with the new difficulty settings.

The work of this dissertation was to create a new DSAL which could be extended to multiple
game engine target languages. This does imply the need for measurements to determine the
success of the approach. Overall, the goals can be summarized as follows:

1. Create new DSAL to be used for games. Theoretically any game could be used to
demonstrate this goal but in practice we will use UE4.
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2. Make this language pluggable into a variety of game situations including:
a. Blueprints
b. C++
c. Skookum
Note that the new DSAL (GAMESPECT) is interpreted differently for each language
above, thus demonstrating extensibility. The benefit of this is a centralized place (cross
cut) for games. This extensibility was guaranteed by creating a composition framework
which allows for a smooth process when building weavers specific to each target
language.
3. Balance a few different games using common game balance techniques (Hunicke et al.,
2004; Koster, 2013) applied to the GAMESPECT high level aspect language.
4. Measure effectiveness via: performance and completeness of the language. This topic is
to be discussed in the approach section.
5. Measure extensibility via: evidence of ability to plug in all game balance techniques to all
three languages in the UE4 language. This topic is to be discussed in the approach
section.

Relevance and Significance

The relevance of this work is two-fold. Firstly, game programming will benefit from
sharing of infrastructure which has been possible in other disciplines via meta-languages. For
example, many tools inside traditional software engineering share the same language, and
sometimes the same stack. For example, WPF and MFC are.NET tools used by a wide variety of
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C# based applications (Sorensen & Mikailesc, 2010). The sharing of technology has provided a
common way to access design patterns such as MVVM. This has meant that fields which share
this technology can easily hire professionals who understand the intricacies of the platforms.
Likewise, shared terminology and shared languages means that more people are overcoming
common obstacles and sharing in their successes (Sorensen & Mikailesc, 2010).
However, professionals in the field of video game programming have often had to choose
sides, either they are Unity programmers, Torque programmers, UE4, or one of a variety of other
game engines- all with custom DSLs meant to support only the platform on which the engine
was developed. It’s no wonder that game engine programmers have developed the infamous
“not invented here” syndrome and much work in game design patterns has been supplemented
with custom solutions on a per game basis (Cass, 2002). These programmers are the ones who
ultimately suffer from the lack of a common themed language for which to talk about design
patterns in games (Rantaeskola, 2012). There have been attempts to make various parts of game
development consistent. Some of these such as the AI standards group have been very
successful (Nareyek, Combs, Karlsson, Mesdaghi, & Wilson, 2005). The AI standards group
addressed some of the common concerns of AI programming noted by Cass in 2002 and recent
surveys of game development tactics have shown an increase in patterns such as finite state
machines (Treanor et al., 2015). This demonstrates that, when the correct tactics are employed
with correct methodologies, the game development community takes note and benefits from the
solutions.
There have been many initiatives to create custom scripting engines for games, but
ultimately none of them have been ported across game engines (Huebner, 1997). Typically,
these solutions are implemented for one specific application or a series of games, and then
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abandoned. It’s true that implementing a language which will fit across game engines is very
difficult (Wang & Nordmark, 2015). But even engines which have multiple scripting
environments have not considered unification in terms of multi-DSLs. UE4 is one such engine,
and it would be beneficial if a multi-language could encompass all aspects of the scripting in this
engine.
In this way, the proposed research sought to bridge the gap, or at least begin the
exploration of meta languages that can be applied widely across engines. Doing so with UE4 has
proven that it’s possible for a single language to combine elements of widely different
approaches. Another research question was if aspect oriented programming would improve the
efficiency of programmers in the video game programming domain. Such research has been
performed on a wide variety of other disciplines, but never in game development (Courbis &
Finkelstein, 2005).
The work completed borrows from other domains that have attempted metaprogramming
and multi-DSLs however, it has never been done in games before. Gaming has been identified
as a discipline area in which great benefits exist for the use of aspects and specifically as well the
use of advanced design patterns (Aljasser, 2016). Game balance is one such pattern which is
gaining a lot of attention in the literature (Aponte et al., 2009; Walk et al., 2017).
Furthermore, it should be noted that the applicability of this approach can extend beyond
the gaming discipline. Certainly, any language or sufficiently complex system which
incorporates multiple languages could benefit from multiprogramming and aspect oriented
programming. But the question remains, how beneficial is it? How we measured success of this
project was largely determined by the metrics we choose. In all cases, we have attempted to use
metrics which verify the applicability, efficiency and practicality of our approach. Therefore,
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metrics such as pluggability and efficacy are important to the described work as they prove the
purpose of the new language.
The area of balance is highly relevant to academics and practitioners alike since many
have suggested terminologies and hinted at infrastructures but none have delivered a tangible set
of tools such as the proposed GAMESPECT language (Cowley, Charles, Black, & Hickey, 2008;
Koster, 2013; Nacke & Lindley, 2008; Sicart, 2008). For example, Ralph Koster in his work
looks at the “theory of fun” and how balance can be applied to games (Koster, 2013). But the
reader is left to his own devices in terms of where this balancing code is placed. Therefore, a
secondary benefit of this work is that of proving out a generic framework for game balance. In
creating a unifying language which can describe all matters related to balance, GAMESPECT
will allow for game creators to easily tune their games. Many game creators have noted the
complexity of game balance and some have illustrated this complexity via releasing complex
charts that describe the interrelated mechanics of their games (Nacke & Lindley, 2008). What
follows is one example of boss health values at various stages and player levels of a game
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Figure 9: Boss health values: balance matrix example

As noted by the author, these values were given to the programmers and level designers
who laboriously found all the places in the game where these boss monsters spawned and record
the new values (Felder, 2015). In the proposed solution, we would record player time through
the level, health after defeating the boss and boss health remaining. Designers could then use a
sliding value to modify the values on a per-difficulty-setting basis. The significance of this
research is that it promotes a departure from elaborate spreadsheets and the nebulous notions of
where to put game balancing information inside of the engine.

Barriers and Issues
Perhaps the largest issue with this work was that multiple languages needed to be
supported with one common language at the top most level. This means there are multiple
compilation targets for the GAMESPECT language and therefore added complexity. For this
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reason, most commercial providers have avoided this approach and very few academic
researchers have attempted it (Lorenz & Mishali, 2012). There is no known solution inside of
game development that provides this type of multiprogramming. Other domains have attempted
this and documented the difficulty of this approach. In these cases, the work presented has been
sufficiently complex to warrant further discussion and has been noted in the literature as a
“future work” initiative by many authors (Courbis & Finkelstein, 2005). To illustrate the
complexity, consider the following tasks:
1. Create a language specification for GAMESPECT using XText. XText and XTend are
common language tools which will be described in detail in the approach section.
2. Create a weaver for GAMESPECT to Skookum using the GAMESPECT specifications
framework and XTend
3. Create a weaver for GAMESPECT to C++ using the GAMESPECT specifications
framework and XTend
4. Create a weaver for GAMESPECT to Blueprints using the GAMESPECT specifications
framework and XTend.
Any one of these tasks on its own was a sufficiently complex undertaking, but when combining
all three it became very difficult. Furthermore, it also became an issue of clever and concise
software engineering since we ultimately wanted the compiler work to be extensible, hence the
notion of GAMESPECT specification sets, which will be treated in some detail in the approach
section. Furthermore, the GAMESPECT language is aspect oriented. This meant that for C++,
LUA, Skookum and Blueprints, there had to be a way to insert join point advice and crosscutting.
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Since we didn’t want to make major modifications to any of the source languages, the
implementation of join points and advice had to be woven into the existing solutions. While
possible to accomplish, it also highlights several problems with the approach which had to be
addressed during the writing of this dissertation.
Also, it should be noted that GAMESPECT must “advise” on cross-cutting and support
into a visual scripting language. Such work has not been attempted. There has been much
research on visual scripting languages, but little work in terms of supporting text based
interaction in terms of aspect orientation (Burnett & Ambler, 1994). Another issue of our work
will be the documented difficulty of adding a new DSL to existing game engines (Di Giacomo,
Abbadi, Cortesi, Spronck, & Maggiore, 2017). DSL’s are difficult to add into game engines due
to complexity of the engine including the great number of entry points into the scripting
language that are needed for an effective game programming language.
The final barrier for GAMESPECT was the difficulty of gathering balance areas within
the code (Hunicke, 2005). As documented by various authors the location of balance
information is spread throughout the codebase: there is no single point of entry for advising on
topics such as health values, damage values, continues and other balance information. However,
there does exist a wealth of information and case studies showing how this was done on various
games (Bakkes, Spronck, & Van den Herik, 2009; Delalleau et al., 2012; Hunicke, 2005;
Yannakakis & Hallam, 2009). The discovery of balance code in an existing game is a significant
issue for which we shall employ some well-known feature extraction and location techniques
(Dit, Revelle, Gethers, & Poshyvanyk, 2013). In this case, an effective browser may be all that
is necessary to find the balancing target points. Consider the five balance elements that Robin
Hunicke used in her seminal work on game balance of a first person shooter (Hunicke, 2005):
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Figure 10:Balance information needed on “Case Closed”

As noted, the above values are covered in various places throughout the codebase and
extracting them involved browsing for the source code, making modifications and compiling.
The key is to find the balance information in the first place, but since our tool (GAMESPECT) is
made for developers it should be enough to provide them with a browser which significantly
reduces the overhead of the feature extraction issue.
Related to the problem of locating balance information inside of a codebase is the idea of
how to properly evaluate the balance once it’s accomplished. Evaluation for other pieces of
aspect oriented software has been accomplished by measuring efficiency (Kojarski & Lorenz,
2007). This is instructive for GAMESPECT, since one of the measures for efficiency can be the
relative ease of inserting balance specific information into existing solutions. Therefore, our
evaluation partly consists of comparisons with the GAMESPECT approach versus the typical.
These comparisons include lines of code, duration of development effort, number of files
changes and performance of the system.

Assumptions
This research assumes there is a need for game balancing software in the form of a
meta-level aspect language. Some authors have suggested the utility of this approach.
Practitioners of game development are often reticent to try new tools, even if those tools
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have a proven value. One example is within the realm of game AI programming. A
couple decades ago, finite state machines were considered too cumbersome and overkill
for coding of AI. Of course, finite state machines have been around in Computer Science
of proven utility since the 1940’s. The International Game Developers Associated
created an AI steering committee, on which the author of this paper was a member. The
committee’s goal was to take modern AI techniques into game development and they
were successful in this regard (Nareyek et al., 2005).
Like other research of its kind, the described research is dependent on the works of
others. In this case, certain software tools are used which have been vetted in their own
bodies of research. This includes XText, CPPAST, LUA, and Skookum Script.
Other assumptions include the assumption that other game engines could benefit
from the same approach. This is likely to be true since all engines follow common
paradigms and architecture (Gregory, 2001). When comparing engines, the following
structures come to mind: rendering, player mechanics, cameras, AI, front end, VFX,
networking, collision, physics, resource management and third party SDKs (Gregory, 2009)
(Lederle-Ensign & Wardrip-Fruin, 2016). Despite the fact that engines use their own
languages, the systems have a lot in common, for example the standard approach to scripting
gameplay is as follows:
1. Create a Gameplay Foundations layer
a. Use this layer to provide core functionality to the scripting language
b. Write hooks to the language.
2. Test your scripting language with various paradigms including but not limited to:
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a. Character movement and triggers
b. Physics based interactions
c. Front end interactions.

Figure 11: The scripting system shown is a middle "glue" layer of a typical engine.

This dissertation relies on this fact and plugs into scripting languages as opposed to plugging
into the individual systems such as “Static World Elements” and “Dynamic Game Object
Model” susbystems as shown in figure 11. Specifically, when the methodology calls for
callsite instruction, the overall calling specification can be created to find those join points
throughout the code inside the scripting subsystem. This makes the task more tractable but
does assume that all engines which use the GAMESPECT system must prescribe to that
formula. There are cases where this isn’t true. Namely the early idTech engines were
predominantly monolithic as opposed to modular, but this methodology has been largely
replaced by the aforementioned subsystem architecture (Sanglard, 2017).
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Figure 12: A typical architecture for a game engine

Limitations and Delimitations

Making a general purpose scripting language which works across all game engines
is certainly a tall order. Not only are the engines written in different languages, but their
scripting languages are also different. The best one can hope for is a composition
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specification to make the task of adapting to the new engine as easy as possible.
Therefore, a limitation of this approach is the requirement to adapt using the specification
composition rules, embedded in TXL and the GAMESPECT WPF application. Adopting
specification composition rules has become standard practice for many meta language
approaches (Lorenz & Mishali, 2012).
List of Acronyms
DSL : Domain Specific Language
DSAL : Domain Specific Aspect Language
WPF : Windows Presentation Foundations
UE4 : Unreal Engine 4
MDA : Mechanics, Dynamics, Aesthetics
DDE : Design, Dynamics, Experience
AST : Abstract Syntax Tree
AOP: Aspect Oriented Programming
CPPAST: The open source C++ Abstract Syntax tree parsing tools made in Clang

Definition of Terms
Metalanguage – A high level language can be a metalanguage if it’s purpose is to
either transform other high level language code or inform that same code. For example,
in the GAMESPECT system the high level metalanguage of GAMESPECT informs C++,
LUA code and others inside the UE4 game engine via transformations and advice
insertion.
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Aspect Oriented – Aspect Oriented Programming is a style of programming in
which the common concerns of various disparate pieces of logic can be combined and
described in a central location. This central location is known as advice which the spots
at which the code has commonalities are defined as join points.
Cross cutting concen – In AOP, a cross cutting concern denotes something that
happens in various places of the codebase but always has similar calling structure.
Examples include logging, memory management, game balance (tuning of variables) and
other items which call common routines.
Reify, match, order and mix – The four most common methodologies of creating
aspect oriented compilers and interpreters is that of reification, matching, ordering and
mixing. Reification involves finding the body of code which could be impacted by the
advice while matching refers to finding the exact join points. Ordering addresses when
and how the corresponding advice code is called and mixing performs the actual
evaluation.
Join Point – A join point in aspect oriented programming refers to a spot in code
where a commen element is being called.
Advice – When common elements are called from a codebase it may be desirable
to perform a set of tasks, these tasks are advice to an aspect oriented programmer.
Game Engine – Game engines are large scale multipurpose codebases which
involve common tasks such as rendering, physcis calculations, run time simulation, game
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logic, front end work and player management. A game engine is typically made generic
enough such that any type of game could be made with that engine.
Engine – See “Game Engine”
Boss – A “boss” in a video game is a more advance version of an enemy (i.e. opponent)
that the player faces. Many times during development opponent values are tuned for game
balance.
Pluggable – Pluggable means that a body of code can be plugged into some other body
of code, either as a library or an API
Modular – Modular code is code which is developed in such a way that it can be reused
time and time again. The idea with GAMESPECT is that it’s multiple components can be reused
throughout the system.

Summary
When programing a video game, developers need to be concerned with a great number of
software components. Sometimes these components perform similar tasks. Additionally, the
components themselves, once placed, will need rounds of adjustment. Indeed, as noted by some
authors, balancing is the most crucial step in game programming (Hunicke, 05). Yet despite the
importance of balancing, very little work has gone into this area. There have been great strides
in terms of other areas of game development: such as Artificial Intelligence processing and
rendering, indeed entire conferences and journal publications are devoted to these topics (e.g.
SIGGRAPH and AAAI : IDE). Aspect oriented programming is an area which was developed to
address cross cutting concerns similar to the concern of how to balance a game. One of the main
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reasons this topic is difficult to look at is the languages themselves across engines is wholly
different even while the methodologies are quite similar (Adams & Dormans, 2012). However,
many platforms languages and tools have been created in recent years which allow for language
development to be streamlined (Shonle, Lieberherr, & Shah, 2003) (Cordy 2003). XText,
CPPAST and TXL are such tools and allow for language creation, interpretation of island
grammars and code transformation. To make the GAMESPECT system tractable and pluggable
across different engines, it will be required that composition specifications are used. These
partially alleviate the proprietary nature of game engine programming and have been used in the
past successfully by other authors (Lorenz 2012). As will be noted below, one of the main
differences of the GAMESPECT approach is the inclusion of a real world piece of software (the
UE4 game engine). All previous attempts at metalanguages which are aspect oriented towards
multiple targets have been with academic languages such as COOLAJ and Awesome (Kojarski
2005, Lorenz 2012, Pinto 2018). However, many have paved the way for the research described
in this dissertation and therefore it should be relatively straightforward to compare code
measurements of the described approach to previous efforts.

Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
Our approach can be seen as an effort to support multiple DSL’s in a single framework
while imbuing aspect oriented programming at the topmost level. But we don’t stop here: it’s
also necessary to evaluate the context for which we are obtaining results. Our context is game
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balance, and the relative merit of a Multilanguage approach for this difficult problem. Therefore,
there are four categories of related works which must be considered:
1. Aspect oriented programming in DSL’s, such as XAspects and others.
2. Multilanguage approaches (meta-languages), such as AWESOME, Deelite,
LARA, and others.
3. Common game balance frameworks, especially MDA and DDE.
4. Visualizers, aspect mining and browsers.

Aspect-Oriented DSLs

XAspects was one of the first initiatives to create a generalized approach to supporting
DSL’s in an aspect oriented way (Shonle et al., 2003) . It makes heavy use of a plugin
framework in which aspects are written in the language of the DSAL. Following this, users of
the system must override a class called AspectPlugin (within AspectJ) which ultimately is
responsible for the bytecode generation. XAspects performs the work of translation from the
DSAL language to AspectJ. In this way XAspects was made to take a variety of DSALs and
combine them into one AspectJ interpretation to be included at runtime. The problem, as noted
by others, is that the approach doesn’t guarantee results since some of the aspects could conflict
in behaviors GAMESPECT has different goals, namely there is no need to support more than one
DSAL at a time, therefore the conflicting advices and behaviors issue is not a concern to the
research described in this paper (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2005). That said, GAMESPECT has a lot
in common with XAspect, namely the idea of having multiple DSALs being translated into a
central AOPL which can be used for defining advices and join points. The approach of
GAMESPECT is to take in multiple DSLs, each defined uniquely, per context. These multiple
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exit points share in common the GAMESPECT descriptor language at the higher level. It is
clear that while XAspects is the most similar work available for GAMESPECT, the differences
of purpose and intent are numerous. Likewise, GAMESPECT has a slightly larger scope—the
intent was to develop and use an example DSAL that can be catered to the individual game
engines. More discussion of the differences of GAMESPECT will be presented in the
methodology section. An example DSAL, using an aspect called Traversal, which is used by
XAspects is shown below:

Figure 13: XAspects code example

Yin-Yang presents a framework for DSL embedding that uses Scala macros to translate
shallow domain specific language programs to the corresponding deep DSL programs inside the
target domain (Jovanovic et al., 2014). This is relevant because the work of this dissertation will
also be to translate the shallow embedding to deep meaning in the sense that our shallow layer is
simply a layer of scripting languages such as C++, Skookum and Blueprints. Jovanovic et-al
noted that the primary difficulty of their work was at the compiler and translation layers. What
follows is a brief example of the types of encoding supported by their work:
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Figure 14: Yang's "embedding" provided by a DSL to perform encoding

The project called “XIS-Mobile” by Ribeiro aims to use UML to generate iOS and
android code separately (Ribeiro & da Silva, 2014). In this way, it’s a similar work the work of
this dissertation, since UE4 Blueprints can be considered to be more pragmatic versions of UML.
The authors noted that their motivation for this work was to save on re-writing of the application
for iOS and android, which is a similar motivation to the goals of this dissertation. Specifically,
Ribeiro used a model-to-text transformation tool powered by the guidance of several code
templates. They based their work on Acceleo, which is an eclipse plugin that allows template
based code generation of UML data. In this way the authors were able to leverage some existing
systems to perform the very difficult job of visual diagram to text based code translation.
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Figure 15: XIS‐Mobile UML to code generation

Another applicable piece of research was done by Kojarski and entitled “Awesome”.
Kojarski’s approach was to create pluggable weavers on top of a single infrastructure. In this
way, as the authors have noted the various languages become “pluggable” into a common
composition specification. For example, Cool, AspectJ and Spring can all be plugged into the
same specification (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2005).

Figure 16: Pluggable AOP
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Multi-language Approaches
In Awesome, language designers specify composition specifications. These
specifications tell the weaver how to interact with the underlying platform (which in this case is
AspectJ/Java). Lorenz et al us one specification set of which multiple aspects can plug into it.
The specifications dictate the translations to the source language. Also, the main goal of
Lorenz’s work in SPECTACKLE was to alleviate foreign advising collisions between aspect
languages (Lorenz & Mishali, 2012). Still, the notion of a composition specification was helpful
for designing the GAMESPECT framework for pluggability into target platforms.

Figure 17: SPECTACKLE specifications (note the collision‐preventing ordering)
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This is different from the stated goal of the dissertation since, in a situation such as a
game engine, or any application that uses a scripting language, it would be desirable to have
multiple target platforms. This will mean less code to change when compiling to the final source
language.
The problem with the Lorenz approach is that pluggable AOP is impractical for
combining “real world” AOP languages. It supports the customization of individual extensions
but provides only limited customization of the composition semantics. Nonetheless, even with
these limitations in mind, is a very good representative of what can be done in the pluggable
AOP domain. Thankfully the work of this dissertation was not so ambitious as to fully support
all AOP’s either. This dissertation targeted Skookum, UE4 C++ and Blueprints. Each of these is
a very special case of a DSL in the same way that Awesome works as pluggable DSAL.
The benefit of Lorenz Kojarski’s approach is that unlike many multi-DSL’s, it’s aimed to
support aspects directly in its implementation. The main difference with their approach is that
the Awesome team wanted to integrate multiple types of AOP extensions, where GAMESPECT
will primarily only be concerned with one: join points. AspectJ was heavily refactored to
support their approach, which is one implementation detail that GAMESPECT did not have to
mimic (Lorenz & Mishali, 2012).
Another similarity to their work is that the Awesome framework was tested with at least
one design pattern: the singleton. It was found to be effective at modeling this behavioral
pattern. Evaluation is an area in which the research defined in the Awesome papers has been
influential to DSAL work. Awesome was evaluated from a performance perspective and
measured runtime performance of the generated byte code (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2007). Other
DSAL’s, such as GAMESPECT, can be measured in this same way.
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In their work, Lorenz et al measure success by measuring the “pluggability, correctness
and performance” (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2007). In their case, they were making a generalized
domain aspect language that could be used for three aspect languages: Cool, CoolAJ and AspectJ
(they called the meta level language “Awesome”). The plugabbility measurement was therefore
a gauge of the whether or not it was possible to create multiple weavers from the same building
blocks (of Awesome) for these two languages. In the case of GAMESPECT, the pluggability
measurement will be measured across multiple languages: C++, Skookum or Blueprints.
For Lorenz, his second measurement was correctness. Here he made sure that his
Awesome weavers implemented the semantics of the specific languages by looking at the
generated code, join points, bytecode etc. Finally, they measured performance on basic tests and
reported that their newly generated bytecode from Awesome performs just as well as original
byte code. Overall the format of the Lorenz paper is a highly beneficial model for
GAMESPECT. It shows that the validation of this approach and success of this approach can be
measured against certain benchmarks in the multi-DSL domain.
Another multi-DSL approach is CoolAJ which combines Cool and AspectJ into one
aspect weaver. This is not a separate aspect language but a separate weaver that combines both
the languages: essentially you can write Cool coordinator statements and AspectJ aspects and
combine them into one compiler (Assaf, 2011). This is instructive to GAMESPECT since
GAMESPECT also uses one compiler: XText/XBase.
Another muti-DSL was created at Stanford by Sujeth and named Delite (Sujeeth et al.,
2014). The goal of Delite is to create a runtime environment suitable for crearting multiple
parallel embedded domain specific languages all which work on the same lower level code.
These languages themselves are therefore thought of as lightweight one-time languages. Sujeth
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has seen good performance from his DSLs and each one has been shown to be able to model part
of a given problem domain. An example of the way in which Delite works is shown below:

Figure 18: Delite Framework

Here, each domain specific language has its own lexer and parser on the front end which is
converted to a lower level backend code generation. In the case of this dissertation, the work
will be quite similar. GAMESPECT will essentially have multiple versions of what is shown on
the left side of this diagram, all of which compile to specific targets: Skookum, UE4 C++ or
Blueprints. In the work of Delite it’s shown that GPU specific code can be compiled down from
the high level implementation. In our case of game programming languages, the GPU code is
essentially the engine code and the higher level code is GAMESPECT. The code generators of
Delite turn out to be either Scala, Cuda or OpenCL which is very similar to the approach of this
dissertation.
DSAL composition is aimed at allowing users to employ multiple domain specific
languages into one weaver language. Some authors have suggested a specification based DSAL
composition processes (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2006). These processes combine multiple DSALs
and translate them into a singular AOP, such as AspectJ. This process is largely one of
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translation. DSAL composition researchers are defining how to translate from one DSAL to
another, which was important to this dissertation because the specific game engines will have
their own DSALs, which are plugins to the existing DSL. Each DSAL is unique to one engine
and must be translated to GAMESPECT. Furthermore, Mishali and Lorenz have defined an
extra pair of steps:


formal composition specification



explicit definition of the aspect mechanism.

For example, SPECTACKLE uses the AWESOME language and supplies it specifications which
are used to perform automatic code generation of the AspectJ. In GAMESPECT, automatic code
generation of the target AOP (Aspect C++, Skookum and Blueprints) is performed as well
(Lorenz, 2012). However, there is one major difference between AWESOME/SPECTACKLE
and GAMESPECT: while AWESOME provides for multiple DSAL’s to exist on one platform,
GAMESPECT provides for one DSAL to exist on multiple platforms. In summary


AWESOME: multiple weavers → one platform → one executable



GAMESPECT: one weaver → multiple platforms → one executable

Reflex is another initiative to perform the same type of task: allow for multiple DSALs
and a common, shared framework between them. In Reflex, users can potentially use multiple
DSALs at the same time (Tanter & Noyé, 2005). Relex uses an AOP kernel that sits on top of
the DSALs, as a plugin. This system reports interactions and offers advice in the form of
AspectJ specific calls. The approach of GAMESPECT was similar in that it employs a plugin
architecture that makes it possibly to define aspect languages.
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The work of Reflex is noted to have limitations, namely it has only been tested on a few
DSALs, and none of them in real world situations (Tanter & Noyé, 2005). The work of
GAMESPECT provides more testing of these methodologies, by testing on a couple domain
specific game languages such as Skookum Script and Blueprints. In addition, unlike the original
XAspects work, the intent of this dissertation is to test results on real world situations such as a
game engine.

This limitation is noted in the XAspects research (Shonle et al., 2003). Likewise,

all of the research mentioned above uses AspectJ as it’s main AOP in the middle level, but most
the research mentions the need to try AOPs which have more general join point models since all
the different DSALs touch the join points in a common way. Given this, there should be
common terminology for the join points: GAMESPECT provides this.
Finally, the language LARA should be considered as highly influential to GAMESPECT.
LARA. LARA is a language independent aspect oriented system which allows for LARA to
instruct other languages, as a true metalanguage, in source to source translations (Pinto et al.,
2017). LARA has been implemented and evaluated with MATLAB, C, and Java, and the
performance has been quite good with all metrics falling within a healthy range of efficiency.
The work of LARA is largely custom compilation to various weavers. For example, the
researchers employed a tool called MANET to perform the actual weaving for C. This seems
laborious and impractical at a large scale and it’s unclear if any shared code exists between
weavers. However, this is a good work to draw from as it has many similarities to
GAMESPECT, with the notable exception being that GAMESPECT employs composition
specifications which are missing in MANET. Also, GAMESPECT ultimately advises languages
which are residing on a game engine which itself is created in C++, hence introducing another
layer. It might be helpful to look at a sample transformations done by LARA, which doesn’t
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look very dissimilar from what a GAMESPECT translation would look like; this can be seen in
figure 19.

Figure 19: A source to source translation using a tool similar to GAMESPECT (LARA)

Common Game Balance Frameworks
GAMESPECT will be a general purpose multi-DSL for all languages in UE4. But to
verify the effectiveness we will use game balance as a target example. Therefore, it is necessary
to evaluate and pick a game balance framework to be used in this research. Luckily, there are a
few initiatives in this area starting with Hunicke’s work on the MDA framework (Hunicke et al.,
2004).
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Hunicke, LeBlanc and Zubek suggested a new way of analyzing a game especially in
terms of balance/difficulty. This method is called MDA, standing for mechanics, dynamics and
aesthetics. Mechanics are the components of a game, at the data representation level. Dynamics
are run time behavior of the mechanics acting on certain player events and inputs. Aesthetics are
the emotional responses of the player. Based on this and in this work, we are primarily
concerned with mechanics and dynamics. The MDA framework points out that developers
typically program the mechanics, then the dynamics and finally think about the aesthetics. But
in the case of a player, the discovery of these elements goes in reverse (from aesthetics to
dynamics to mechanics). Hunicke et al, suggest a set of aesthetics that a game can have as:
1. Sensation Game as sense-pleasure
2. Fantasy Game as make-believe
3. Narrative Game as drama
4. Challenge Game as obstacle course
5. Fellowship Game as social framework
6. Discovery Game as uncharted territory
7. Expression Game as self-discovery
8. Submission Game as pastime (Hunicke et al., 2004).
These are the sub-categories of game types that will help determine player experience. They all
seem to suggest different experiences and different related mechanics. Importantly, Hunicke et
al, also suggests that the way in which we balance games will be different depending on the
types above. (Hunicke et al., 2004). This means the location of mechanics and dynamics varies
on the codebase depending on the game type, which leads us to believe that GAMESPECT
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should be evaluated in terms of a number of different sub-categories, instead of based on just one
subcategory.
One of the noted weakness of the MDA approach is that a vast number of gameplay
elements can fit within mechanics, and these can be very different from one another. Many of
them aren’t mechanics by the MDA definition. For example, game code is clearly a mechanic
issue, as are rules. But per the MDA framework, aesthetic topics such as graphics choices and
sound are also included in mechanics (because they are at the developer level). Therefore, some
researchers have recently proposed solutions such as Design, Dynamics and Aesthetics (Walk et
al., 2017). In this framework, there are three subcategories to Design including Blueprints,
Mechanics and Interface. Now, ideas such as the world description can be under blueprints
while the game engine architecture is under mechanics and finally graphics is under interface.
This type of taxonomy allows us to easily identify the areas which will give way to dynamicswhich is what we really care about as developers, because dynamics is eventually what the
player will associate with experiences (Walk et al., 2017). A summary of their work is below:

Figure 20: DDE Framework
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DDE helps identify critical areas of code which GAMESPECT must serve. Interestingly balance
appears under game rules but can appear in other categories such as the world description game
rules, interface rules, character rules and even graphics, game objects and mostly much every
subcategory defined above.
The topic of balance is a central theme to Ernest Adams and Jeff Dormans in their work
(Adams & Dormans, 2012). These authors have identified that balance occurs in areas such as
game rules, emergence, internal economies, object models and patterns and other common subareas of development. They have demonstrated an entire game balancing system for common
games such as monopoly. This is instructive for GAMESPECT in that we have a case study of
various games from the point of view of what areas need to be balanced. Adams and Dormans
also help quantify the rules for balance in terms of a visual representation of the variables for a
game called SimWar. SimWar is a typical strategy game in which participants can buy armies,
defend themselves, and attack others. The costs of units, the effectiveness of the units and the
results of attacks can all be seen in the following chart:

Figure 21: Game balance chart for SimWar (Adams and Dormans 2012).
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Visualizers
Given the above complexity of game balance code, it has been noted that balance code
exists in multiple places inside the game engine (Gregory, 2009). For this reason, it will be
necessary for the developer to find areas of code which are affecting game balance. There are
two areas which can help here: aspect mining and visualization. Aspect mining concerns itself
with automatic identification of cross cutting concerns. This area goes beyond simple fan-in,
fan-out analysis and includes dynamic processes such as k-means and genetic clustering
algorithms (Bethelmy, 2016; Moldovan & Serban, 2006). While it might be possible to perform
automatic aspect mining with game balance, this is beyond the scope of this work and un-needed
for the current endeavor. For example, most developers have a good idea of where the balance
code is, they just need help pinpointing the exact location (Hunicke, 2005).
One such helper framework is called Columbus. Columbus is a reverse engineering
framework which allows software engineers to visualize relationships in their code. The
framework supports “project handling, data extraction, data representation, data storage and
filtering.”(Ferenc et al., 2002). Columbus has been incorporated into a few other initiatives, such
as SourceNav, which is kept up to date with modern C++ (TEAM, S.N. 2015) . The advantage
of these approaches is the auto-generation of UML diagrams which can greatly help developers
identify the spots in their code which need the insertion of cross-cutting advice.
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Figure 22: UML Representation as assisted by Columbus (SourceNav)

Given a game of Asteroids, the author of this dissertation has tested Columbus (SourceNav) for
the types of information which can be extracted. Columbus is capable of drawing the above
figure given partial Asteroids code; although it looks better in Source Navigator the information
is the same in both systems. It should be clear that given this information the developer could
find the target values which should be “watched” in terms of cross cutting, which are:


Lives



Health



Score (increments)



Enemy health



Asteroid Size
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Chapter 3: Methodology
The research methodology for this study involved showing that a single high level, domain specific
aspect language can be used for multiple target languages. To show this, we demonstrate that this type of
feature can be efficient, extensible, modular/pluggable, and useful. In order to verify the extensibility
component of this endeavor it was necessary to also create a framework such that future game engines can
embrace our findings in their own initiatives. This framework is made in the form of an API and is
essentially a wrapper family of common use algorithms, based on the popular TXL transformation
language, the CPPAST parser (Clang) and other customizations.
At the center of the work needed to perform this research was the creation of a new domain
specific aspect language for game engines. The well-known XText base scripting language was used; an
extension to its grammar was created which supports aspects (Eysholdt & Behrens, 2010). These aspects
compile and generate script code in Skookum Script and are made to run in UE4. To demonstrate
modularity a few different host languages are supported: Skookum, Unreal C++, and LUA. Importantly,
this required access to the internals of LUA, UE4 C++ and Skookum; the author of this dissertation has
received permission to use Skookum and the entire codebase for it (see appendix A). This research makes
use of the work of the previously described “XAspect” which translates and compiles a high level
language to multiple target languages (Shonle et al., 2003). A new high level domain language for game
scripting (called GAMESPECT) is compiled down and woven into Skookum with hooks in Skookum
Unreal C++ and LUA.
The other part of this research was to begin using this new language (GAMESPECT) on an
example game design pattern: game balancing. Game balancing is a well-documented issue inside game
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development and has no all-purpose solution (Adams, 2014). Instead, adhoc solutions are plentiful and
work for specific target instances but usually cannot be applied across multiple games or multiple
languages. As such there is a lack of shared technology improvement in game balance concerns. It is the
hope of the authors of this research that shared technology will lead to game balance improvements such
as auto-balancing. Success has been found in other areas such as automatic game bug fixing, therefore
there is reason to believe it could be possible for game balance as well (Lewis & Whitehead, 2011).

GAMESPECT

C++

Skookum

Blueprints

Game Balance Code (Crosscut Concern)
Unreal Engine 4 (C++)
Figure 23: GAMESPECT Hierarchy

The key idea is that, in making the framework as a plugin with a shared language across game
scripting languages, it will be more widely adopted and more purposeful. Furthermore, the common
shared description language, called GAMESPECT allows for a more fruitful discussion about the relative
benefits of Aspect Oriented Programming in game programming especially as it relates to game balance.
Once this new language was working and compiling down to Skookum and with hooks in the three target
languages, this dissertation measured for efficiency by using basic tests of code size and performance.
This is very similar to the performance measurements proposed by Lorenz for Awesome (Kojarski &
Lorenz, 2007). Likewise, extensibility (pluggability) was to be measured by looking at correctness for the
generated code as it is translated to multiple languages.
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In addition to the implementation phase, it is desirable that efficiency and effectiveness of game
balancing be enhanced. For example, using GAMESPECT it should be a simpler process to balance a
game, which translates to smaller files, a smaller range of impact and a high degree of modularity. As
such, efficiency (performance) had to be measured using established methodologies. The metrics received
by testing GAMESPECT were compared against methods which directly use traditional game design
patterns of balance without applying aspect oriented programming (Chidamber & Kemerer, 1994;
McCabe, 1976; Pataki, Sipos, & Porkolab, 2007). In addition to these metrics, GAMESPECT was be
evaluated for extensibility, performance and correctness- a detailed treatment of these metrics is given in
the Tests and Measurements section. This dissertation demonstrates a clear advantage to using aspect
oriented in game development initiatives- specifically game balance.
The above described effort was conducted as a full system known as GAMESPECT, and
implemented inside Unreal Engine 4. But to further demonstrate the general applicability of this approach
the research prototyped game balance efforts in three languages: C++, LUA and Skookum Script. In order
to achieve the above goals, this research performed four primary tasks which are inter-related:
1. Implement a version of the GAMESPECT language that parses, compiles and runs a
domain specific aspect language. This version needed to compile down to Skookum, UE4
C++ and LUA- generating code in Skookum which is then fed into in-game hooks to each
of the target languages To create the weavers needed for this compilation, the language
designer will use XSpect. To specify the in-game hook points, the designer will use the
GAMESPECT specifications framework.
2. The final version created was to be a DSAL similar to the work of XAspect which is a
domain specific description language for joinpoints and the responses to those join points.
3. Extensibility was demonstrated by creating a GAMESPECT API that can be used by
multiple codebases. Modularity and pluggability are demonstrated by allowing for
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GAMESPECT to be translated to multiple target scripting languages (C++, LUA, and
Skookum Script).s
4. To measure the success of this approach, efficiency is a primary concern: code size and
performance will be measured by disk space as well as runtime performance of the
compiled code across all three target languages. Efficiency and usefullness measurements
were similarly recorded by other authors of pluggable DSAL’s; in measuring
GAMESPECT against these standards, a comparison can be drawn (Kojarski & Lorenz,
2005).
5. Usefulness will be measured by implementing a common game balancing tasks in C++,
Skookum, LUA and also in GAMESPECT and measure these implementations.

Of course, the above tasks have major subtasks involved in each. For the first task, it was
necessary to build a new language called GAMESPECT using the common tool XText. To make this
tractable GAMESPECT used well known techniques for adding aspect oriented methodologies. In
particular, the model for the Josh compiler was used (Chiba & Nakagawa, 2004). In this model,
GAMESPECT has an aspect compiler and a weaver. The compiler is a translator from GAMESPECT to
Skookum, reading the aspect definitions of GAMESPECT (.gs) and translating them to the appropriate
language. For example, .sk files will be created for Skookum to interpret. These will be fed into UE4
which will ultimately compile .sk into C++ data structures in the form of compiled binaries. The Josh
model is similar to what has been proposed and implemented by Kojarski and this will be used for the
specifics of the weaving stages (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2006). Specifics of this approach can be found in
“The Weaving Process” subsection, below.
The second major task was to create a domain specific aspect language that can be used across
engines, this is the language that will be prepared using XText and XBase as our language tools.
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Figure 24: Example GAMESPECT language snippet for describing a pointcut and advice.

XText has standard grammar functionality to provide for language description (Efftinge, 2012) .
Using the XText and XBase tools, the language can be compiled to new target languages. These grammar
tools are contained within the Eclipse IDE which were used during development. What follows in figure
25 is a partial grammar description which can handle the above accepted GAMESPECT code (figure 24).
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Figure 25: Partial grammar for GAMESPECT, written in XText.
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The Weaving Process
The grammar for GAMESPECT is not enough, one must decide how to give this advice to multiple
target platforms: C++, LUA and Skookum Script. Therefore, the question remained, how will the
translation occur? Here, GAMESPECT built upon the work from SPECTACKLE and its predecessors in
“composition specifications”(Lorenz & Mishali, 2012). Lorenz and Mishali used composition
specifications to dictate ordering for multiple aspect oriented languages. These inputs were then given to
the weavers as they were integrated with the target platform, saving time and energy in the translation.
The approach of this research was to extend the idea of a composition specification. SPECTACKLE
allowed for the ordering phase of the four-process model to be instructed (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2006). In a
similar way, GAMESPECT allows the user to input the translations for each potential piece of advice in
the grammar and associate it with language features in the target platform. This can be seen as a way of
specifying the hook points in the target languages. Sample templates will be created for C++, C#,
Skookum Script and Lua.
A composition specification is a wrapper sitting on top of TXL. The TXL grammar accepted for
Unreal Engine 4 is a C++ grammar customized to fit the game engine. Composition specifications must
specify before, after and during advice. Each of these is a different part of the calling specification since
they all require separate tools. For example, before advice requires CPPAST while after and during advice
only require TXL. The details and differences are enumerated below.
For before advice, each target language (C++, Skookum and LUA) has different calling sites for
their methods and functions. Composition specifications allow for a templatized version of the TXL code
transformation instructions. This is important since there might be multiple spots per target language
which are making the call to the scripting language functions. To be aspect oriented, the research must
capture all of these spots. However, to list exhaustively each spot in TXL is cumbersome, therefore the
composition specifications serve as a templatized time saver.
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These specifications represent the syntax of the actual calling site in the UE4 Engine. For
example, lets trace how a composition specification for LUA works:

LUA can be called in a variety of ways. Three of the most popular ways are listed below:
1. It can be called from the member function inside UTableUtil:
void UTableUtil::call(lua_State* inL, int funcid, UFunction* funcsig, void* ptr)

2. It may also be called on a non mumber function:
int

ue_lua_pcall(lua_State *L, int nargs, int nresults, int errfunc)

3. It might be called inside an inline function definition for blueprints:
inline static void push_and_call(int32 ParamCount, int32 ReturnCount, FFrame& Stack)

These three ways of calling LUA need to be encoded by calling specifications for GAMESPECT. Notice
that the three methods listed each have a different syntax, the first is very object-oriented while the second
is C-style and the third is a static function. The three methods have very different parse trees and therefore
the TXL rules for these will be different as follows:
rule addCallToUTableUtil
construct InterestingFunctionIds [repeat id]
‘UTableUtil::call
replace $ [function_definition]
Specifiers decl_specifiers DeclaredItem [declared_item]
Extensions [repeat declarator_extension+] CtorInitializer [opt
Exceptions [opt exception_specification]
Body [function_body]
deconstruct * [id] DeclaredItem
FunctionId [id]
deconstruct * [id] InterestingFunctionIds
FunctionId
construct StringFunctionId [stringlit]
_ [+ FunctionId]
by
Specifiers Pointer DeclaredItem Extensions
CtorInitializer
Exceptions
Body [addCall StringFunctionId]
end rule

Figure 26: TXL Rules for object‐oriented style call.

ctor_initializer]
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The second method would meanwhile be as follows:
rule addCalltoUELuaPCall
construct InterestingFunctionIds [repeat id]
‘ue_lua_pcall
replace $ [function_definition]
Specifiers Pointer [repeat pointer_operator] DeclaredItem [declared_item]
Body [function_body]
deconstruct * [id] DecClaredItem
FunctionId [id]
deconstruct * [id] InterestingFunctionIds
FunctionId
construct StringFunctionId [stringlit]
_ [+ FunctionId]
by
Specifiers Pointer DeclaredItem Extensions
CtorInitializer
Exceptions
Body [addCall StringFunctionId]
end rule

Figure 27: TXL rules for C‐style call

The same general rule structure would be needed for each callsite. Instead, GAMESPECT serves as a
composition specification at a higher level and will generate the rules as needed. For example, consider
the following composition specifications:
BEFORE void UTableUtil::call(*) decHealth incHealth addPowerup DropItem
BEFORE int ue_lua_pcall(lua_State *L, int nargs, int nresults, int errfunc) decHealth incHealth
addPowerup DropItem
BEFORE void push_and_call(int32, int32, FFrame&) decHealth incHealth addPowerup DropItem
DURRING decHealth(*)

Here, the presence of the asterisk in the first method call to UTableUtil, specifies that any call
which has any number of parameters will be allowed. In the second composition specification, only calls
with those exact parameters (L, nargs, etc) are matched. In the third, any parameters matching the types
are allowed. This is a useful distinction since some method calls might not require callbacks.
The overall workflow of GAMESPECT is pictured below in figure 23d. Notice that the API exists
between various spots where “glue code” was needed. This API is generic such that it can support
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multiple game engines. New authors of GAMESPECT for new engines will need to incorporate API
templates into their engines, but the task will be made simpler by creating high level templates to be filled
out.
GAMESPECT (GS)
GS Point Cuts

GS Advice

Parser Generator ‐‐ XText

GS Glue Code
(API)
Composition Specifications ‐‐ TXL

GS Glue Code
(API)

C++

LUA

Skookum

Skookum
GS Module

Game Balance Code

Unreal Engine 4 ‐‐ C++

Figure 28: Workflow of GAMESPECT

This dissertation employs a modified version of the four-process weaver model described by
Kojarski in his work (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2006). The weaver implements an abstract weaving process
which is comprised of four sub processes: reify, match, order and mix. As one example, consider
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reification. Reification is comprised of taking a calling specification and constructing a weaver specific
representation of that class. For example, the specification would include computation shadows such as
shown in equation 1. This specification can be considered as a target blueprint to be read; all shadows that
can possibly be advised are recorded. Intuitively, reification is simply a listing of all possible places
where advice might take place.

For GAMESPECT, the four step weaver process is significantly different because there is a shared
codebase (C++) and multiple languages are coming into this codebase as scripting languages. Some of
this advice may be applicable only at runtime. Therefore, the four step weaver process is split between
build time and runtime as follows:


Reify: Build time directives using CPPAST and TXL to find the specific script calling
locations and flag all incoming calls as potential sites for advice



Match: Finds the exact calling spots, modifies the code to provide table lookup for calling
advice, and continues the build process.



Order: Runtime directives which find calling advice which is supposed to be executed
against the table lookup.



Mix: Actually perform the advice at runtime calling the GAMESPECT script.

Reification
Reification uses CPPAST and TXL. CPPAST is built on the popular clang compiler, an LLVM
parser for C++. CPPAST is one of several codebases which have been built in recent years to speed up
source to source transformation by using the well known Clang library ot tools (Wilke, Kenny, Knight, &
Rumley, 2018). CPPAST is required for before advice, while only TXL is necessary when inserting after
and during advice. CPPAST has the following features:
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Exposes (almost) all C++ entities: Supports everything from functions to classes, templates to
friend declarations, macros to enums;



Exposes full information about C++ types;



Supports and exposes documentation comments in various formats with smart entity matching;



Supports C++11 attributes (including user-defined ones);



AST hierarchy completely decoupled from parser: This allows synthesizing AST entities and
multiple parsing backends;



Parser based on libclang: While libclang does have its limitations and/or bugs, the implemented
parser uses various workarounds/hacks to provide a parser that breaks only in rare edge cases you
won't notice.



Simple yet customizable code generation interface.

CPPAST and clang provide the ability to look at function headers in an entire C++ codebase.
Specifically, CPPAST uses parts of libclang and provides an AST for arbitrary C and C++ code. As an
example, consider the following code:

Figure 29: Sample code in foo.cpp, to be parsed by CPPAST
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This produces an AST as follows:

Figure 30: AST for C++ code

Using the AST, GAMESPECT creates glue code that looks for the templated composition
specifications using the specifications as matching parameters. For example, in figure 30 “foo” is found
on line 1, corresponding to line 3 of Figure 29. This is known because foo is a component of the
FunctionDecl which appears as a node in the tree. Each of the possible calling sites are recorded as
full source filenames. For example foo.cpp and it’s path is recorded to eventually be passed to TXL.

In order to parse a C++ source file CPPAST needs an implementation of parser. Luckily the library
provided one, libclang_parser. Parsing is as matter of calling the parse() member function

Parse takes the following:


An object of type cpp_entity_index (the base entity to use for the tree)



The path to the file. In our implementation this will result in a call to all ~10,000 files in the UE4
source engine. This type of processing is difficult for TXL but possible for CPPAST.



An object of a type derived from compile_config:UE4 will require specific compilation flags for
certain library inclusions.
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Island Grammars

Island grammars are a concept borrowed from natural language processing. The idea is to partially
parse chunks of code according to certain grammars. The interesting bits of code (the islands) are first
separated from the uninteresting areas (the water). Many authors have written about this and call
specifications have been created for various implementations and languages (Moonen, 2001; Synytskyy,
Cordy, & Dean, 2003). For example, in table 1 it’s evident that the module “Call” is the island and the
imports section is water.
Table 1: Island grammar and call specificiation example for a COBOL program

In the particular case of GAMESPECT, the islands of interest were found by CPPAST and then
interpreted by TXL. TXL has been used in the past for such island grammar interpretation and
transformation (Cordy, 2003). While it’s true that TXL can handle island grammars in and of itself, it’s
much more tractable to use a full featured parser such as CPPAST given the vast number of macros and
special case C++ handling necessary for the UE4 engine. These macros are supported by the CPPAST
implementation since it uses clang as a basis of operations. In short, CPPAST uses a full C++ grammar
while TXL is only a partial one.
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Matching
Reification is followed by matching for exact hits. During this stage we consult GAMESPECT for
calling matches. The matches are recorded as methods to be called in GAMESPECT. The important
operators for matching are asterisk and the non-presence of variable names (which results in a wildcard).
In the case of asterisks the CPPAST based parser will simply ignore the contents of the function
parameters. In the case of non-presence of variables names, it will ignore the matching of the variable
name. Matching further narrows the calling sites down to the ones which match the exact composition
specification. It also serves to insert the call site. While reification is done with CPPAST, matching is
done with TXL. For example if the advice was to find a function named UTableUtil::call, (from the
calling specification), and CPPAST would have found the “call” function and reported the filename for
which it was found. It finds “call” by using its built version of the AST for the entire codebase- hence
giving concrete call locations for “call”. It would then pass the results to TXL which has rules as follows
as shown in figure 31.
rule addCalltoUELuaPCall
construct InterestingFunctionIds [repeat id]
‘UTableUtil
replace $ [function_definition]
Specifiers Pointer [repeat pointer_operator] DeclaredItem [declared_item]
Body [function_body]
deconstruct * [id] DecClaredItem
FunctionId Parameter [id]
deconstruct * [id] InterestingFunctionIds
FunctionId
construct StringFunctionId [stringlit]
_ [+ FunctionId]
by
Specifiers Pointer DeclaredItem Extensions
CtorInitializer
Exceptions
Body [addCall Paramter]
end rule

Figure 31: Modified TXL to show parameter coming into add call
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The matched functions from the calling specification have code inserted by TXL to make a call
used during the runtime ordering phase, which follows. Notice the following line in the TXL above:
Body [addCall Parameter]

This adds a function call with the name “HashMatcher” per the following code with the parameter
being the embedded name of the key to the hashmap (which during runtime will be equal to the named
function; “decHealth” in our running example):

Figure 32: The add call method (inserted code during match pre‐runtime step).

It’s inside of this call that the table lookup for this particular function is created. “Parameter” is
the named function which is will be valid at runtime. Therefore, HashMatcher makes a hashmap of strings
to GAMESPECT function references. For populating the hashmap at runtime the function name is the
key and the value being the name of the corresponding script function to call in GAMESPECT. Note that
another hash map lookup is needed: the GAMESPECT advice is named and we need a function to call for
that advice. Figure 24 shows decHealth as the pointcut and subtractHealth as after advice (presumably a
function to be called). This means that we needed one extra step during reification that creates a mapping.
UTableUtil(*decHealth*)

decHealth

subTractHealth

incHealth

addHealth

HashMatcher
Figure 33: Demonstrating how a call to Lua’s “decHealth” will be mapped during runtime
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Ordering and Mixing
Ordering is the third stage: in Kojarsk’s work this was needed because multiple DSAL’s could
advise on the same code segment (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2007). It’s possible for multiple GAMESPECT
advices to advise on the same code segment, either as before, after or during advice. Depending on the
type of advice from GAMESPECT, the call will happen before or after the UE4 function invocation.
Calling of the advice is also part of the third stage. Ordering is a runtime decision made to either call the
aspect or not. Here, GAMESPECT is called with the parameters from the original call, now run in the
GAMESPECT specific language. It should be noted that the GAMESPECT DSL compiles down to
Skookum Script code such that variables can be stored. The final stage mixes these calls back into the
original source code. For GAMESPECT, the mixing stage is slightly different than Kojarski’s work. In
the case of GAMESPECT, parameters passed back from the calling of the advice are sufficient to give the
needed effect.
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It should be noted that ordering is just a matter of which type of advice is being called: before, after
or during. The exact nature of the TXL specification will change based on this ordering. In this way,
stage two and stage three are somewhat blended for GAMESPECT. Whereas figure 31 shows after advice
as encoded by TXL, 34 shows before advice:
rule addCalltoUELuaPCall
construct InterestingFunctionIds [repeat id]
‘UTableUtil
replace $ [function_definition]
Specifiers Pointer [repeat pointer_operator] DeclaredItem [declared_item]
Body [function_body]
deconstruct * [id] DecClaredItem
FunctionId [id]
deconstruct * [id] InterestingFunctionIds
FunctionId
333333
construct StringFunctionId [stringlit]
_ [+ FunctionId]
by
Specifiers Pointer DeclaredItem Extensions
CtorInitializer
Exceptions
[addCall StringFunctionId]
Body
end rule
Figure 34: Configuring before advice in TXL
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The following scenario illustrates the weaving process. Consider a C++ function which decreases
player health by a certain amount, call it decHealth. As a parameter decHealth takes a health value
to be decreased. Before the calling of the C++ function, the GAMESPECT function is called and the

Composition
Specifications
TEMPLATE
(GAMESPECT)

GAMESPECT

Skookum
Intermediate
Runtime

SK Composition
Specifications

Skookum Script

C++ Composition
Specifications

C++

BP Composition
Specifications

Blueprints

Unreal Engine 4

Figure 35: Full GAMESPECT architecture

health value is a passed as a parameter to the GAMESPECT script which can interrogate the values inside
the script file, making any necessary changes. Once the GAMESPECT code is run we can call the
Skookum Script function with new values. Overall, the entire framework will function as pictured in
figure 35.

Software Tools
The GAMESPECT system uses a few open source tools to accomplish the weaving process. For
one, XText is used to translate the actual GAMESPECT code into Skookum Script. This is the code that’s
run during step three (ordering) and is essentially used to get the new values of the parameters before
being mixed into the calling code. Since it doesn’t matter which language this intermediate code is run in,
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Skookum Script was chosen because it already has a run time interpreter and is a much simpler target
language than C++. During the reification phase, GAMESPECT must identify call spots in Blueprints,
Skookum Script and Unreal C++. Doing so automatically isn’t a small task since it involves more than a
direct find-in-files approach: call functions could look slightly different in various target engines. In
Unreal Engine 4 they will look differently in Unity; we want GAMESPECT to be modular hence the need
for a system that identifies these call sites. The calling specifications described above go a long way to
promote this modularity but a system must be used to scan for the occurrences. TXL allows for such
transformations and will be employed in this dissertation (Bravenboer, Kalleberg, Vermaas, & Visser,
2008).
TXL was implemented to allow for code transformations in a variety of languages (Cordy, 2003).
Source code can come from an arbitrary syntax and is transformed into Annotated Term Format (ATF)
which bridges the differences between the syntactic notations in TXL and the target language.
Transformations are then executed on the ATF and then pretty-printed to a target language file with the
generated source. Parsing is based on external description files and C++ has already been used in projects
such as Codeboost (Bagge, Kalleberg, Haveraaen, & Visser, 2003). Note that this should be considered
part of the reification step only and is done before runtime. For example, the calling specifications will
dictate where GAMESPECT calls should occur. The reify step during runtime therefore becomes merely
a matter of either calling the match function or not calling the match function (it wouldn’t call the match
function if a calling specification didn’t exist).
It can be stated that XText is used to generate runtime-compatible Skookum Script code which
performs any local game balancing checks needed and gets the appropriate values. This can be thought of
as the intermediate language between Unreal Engine 4 (C++) and GAMESPECT. While the game
designer is working at a very high level in GAMESPECT, the Skookum Script and subsequent C++ call
sites for Blueprints, Skookum Script or C++ script calls are informed by code transformations made
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possible by TXL as discussed above. These code transformations input the appropriate and new
parameters from GAMESPECT (Skookum Script) into Unreal Engine 4 (C++). The following run-time
call diagram (fig. 36) shows the tools employed and the steps taken to convert GAMESPECT advice to
runtime code:

LUA

Figure 36: Runtime calls of GAMESPECT modules/behaviors

The runtime behavior of GAMESPECT can be summarized as follows:
1. DecHealth is called because the player just hit an enemy.
2. As a pre-step, Reify was called for all calling sites of LUA (this happens during build).
a. The callsites for LUA are found using CPPAST. (Reify)
b. Code is modified by TXL to provide variants of aspects (before, after and during).
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3. During the Match stage we make a pre-built table that corresponds to all potential incoming
callsites in LUA, Skookum Script and C++. This means that match is a pre-filtered match routine
which can be populated during runtime to go to specific parts of GAMESPECT code. (Match)
4. During runtime, we find that DecHealth was present in GAMESPECT as after advice.
5. GAMESPECT matches DecHealth using table lookup (Order)
6. DecHealth is found in Skookum, this is after advice so after the call we will schedule a skookum
script run of decHealth (Mix). Mix stage for GAMESPECT represents runtime execution of the
advice code.

Extensibility
GAMESPECT was created as a wrapper containing glue code which binds together the various
software tools. In particular, this is C# API which is defined inside a WPF based C# application, with
game-specific shells that can be filled in on a per-engine basis. This application can be called by UE4’s
build step and runtime steps from the command line. The API will be defined to be extensible and tunable
for future engine work. For example, consider the following API definitions.
Classes
Settings

The settings class is responsible for populating filenames and paths for important programs
such as the following:





GAMESPECT parser (XText)
CPPAST. Clang location and binary
TXL and editor
UE4 location

Build

The build class can be called by a UE4 build-time CS file. It is responsible for pre-run
reification including parsing using CPPAST and editing of reified hits using TXL. Code is output
to the original location, such that building can continue.
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Reify

The reify class is called by the builder during pre-run. It is responsible for performing the
parse CPPAST and editing of reified hits using TXL. Code is past to the builder so that it can
modify disk contents with the newly modified files. Reify must have access to TXL and CPPAST,
which are set in the settings class.
Match

The modify class is called by the build time UE4 engine during execution. It is responsible
for creating a a table lookup which corresponds to the advice being read from GAMESPECT.
Therefore it is also responsible for parsing GAMESPECT using the settings-based GAMESPECT
parser (XText). The correct function name (if present) is passed to the order step. Any successful
matches can then be called out during runtime and the following steps will call the GAMESPECT
scripts.
Order / Mix

The order class is a scheduler of skookum script calls based on successful table lookups
from the match phase. It is responsible for performing the scheduling of skookum script calls
based on matches. A call will either happen before, during or after the current code is being run:
this section is called “ordering”. In all cases, this call happens as a scheduled process spawning on
its own skookum script thread. The actual calling of the new GAMESPECT function is called
“mixing”.

Modularity
GAMESPECT is created to be modular, it can be inserted into multiple languages with concurrent
support. This is demonstrated in Unreal Engine 4, with Skookum Script, C++ and LUA. Code can be
written in any language and GAMESPECT can make use of it. This is due to the creation of an API and
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GAMESPECT calling specifications which can allow for multiple ways of calls to be made to target
languages. For example if we consider the following code we can see that decHealth can be called from
LUA or Skookum versions of the same function:

GAMESPECT Advice

decHealth original Skookum function
decHealth original LUA function

Figure 37: Modular code files
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Usefulness
Game balancing is a task which must be performed on all video games. Often this
balancing is done on an adhoc basis with no design patterns and no cohesion. Performing this
task with GAMESPECT preserves cohesion and reduces total lines of code needed to correct for
game balance issues.
Many behaviors in games happen multiple times (Blow ‘02). For this reason, code re-use
is high and can result in higher line counts. With the GAMESPECT approach, the code is
written once and used in every calling site. For example, with decHealth this might be called
from a variety of weapons, hazards, spell-like effects and physics interactions. If the code
adjustment is perhaps three lines of code and the calls are around five in number this is fifteen
lines of code versus three in the GAMESPECT approach.
Table 2: Example savings calculations.

Function

Number of Calls

Lines of Code

Total Savings

decHealth

5

3

12 LOC

incHealth

7

4

24 LOC

It should be noted that the above data is just an illustrative example, in practice Pinto et al
found NLOC reductions (Native Lines of Code) in the range of 25% to 100% reductions. (Pinto
2017). To demonstrate effectiveness on a real code sample, a real in-progress video game will
be used. The game, called Noise Paradox is being written by the researcher of this paper. This
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will provide full code access to the GAMESPECT research effort. For example, all call sites for
increasing and decreasing health can be found in the C++, Skookum Script, LUA and Blueprints
of the project. Noise Paradox has a wealth of opportunities for game balance code, since it’s
what’s known as a “rhythm based” game. During the game players must tap to the beat on game
entities, doing so progresses their character. The player faces off against foes which have health
value and the player also have friendly non-player-characters which help him in his quests.

Figure 38: Partial Technical Design for Noise Paradox

The above figure discusses many elements of gameplay for which there must be balance:
for example, the window of opportunity for the tracks and the number of minions spawned.
However, this is only a sampling and more traditional callsites are needed as well . For example,
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here are four callsites from Noise Paradox dealing with health damage (which is a very common
gameplay element present in many games):

Figure 39: Blueprint for OnTakeAnyDamage
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Figure 40:C++ code for taking damage

Figure 41: LUA code for taking damage
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Figure 42: Skookum Script code for taking damage

Notice that “Take Damage” is a phrase in common across all callsites, but the blueprint
version uses TakeAnyDamage. Therefore, the GAMESPECT advise would need to specify
Take*Damage as the callsite. With three callsites each needing modifications if the game design
chooses to make tweaks to damage, GAMESPECT can simply make one calling specification
and specify before, after or during advice. This is a three-fold savings in terms of code use and
it also encourages cohesion in terms of all damage handling tweaks being done in
GAMESPECT.

Efficiency
Efficiency measurements are performed by comparing balancing code written in standard
Unreal Engine 4 vs code written in GAMESPECT. Comparisons will be drawn against similar
muli-DSAL approaches such as Kojarski. To perform this, we considered all the glue code
written by GAMESPECT as well. It’s assumed that efficiency in terms of runtime and total code
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size will be slightly effected by using GAMESPECT. However, our findings were in line with
other multi approaches such as Kojarski.
To test that the runtime behavior of GAMESPECT is similar to runtime performance of
native approaches, we implemented a couple well known game mechanics on the first pass:
taking damage and logging. In performing logging, were also able to compare the results to
similar DSAL approaches which have measured the same behavior (Kojarski 07). In doing so it
will be our goal to verify the following hypotheses:
1. The runtime performance of GAMESPECT Skookum-woven bytecode is the same as
Skookum native.
2. The runtime performance of GAMESPECT LUA-woven bytecode is the same as
LUA native
3. The runtime performance of GAMESPECT C++-woven bytecode is the same as C++
native.
All test programs should be run over the course of at least ten runs, with the results being
averaged. It is expected that results will be found which are comparable to Awesome and
CoolAJ (Kojarski 07).
Table 3: Awesome performance using Kojarski’s work
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It can be seen that using the pre-programmed stack and logging behaviors, Kojarski’s language
Awesome was able to weave without a loss to performance. Specifically, he found that the
performance overheard was negligible at a 4% difference (Kojarski ‘07).
Runtime performance of GAMESPECT was measured using the Unreal Engine 4
diagnostics tools. Unreal Engine provides many features and therefore has many different
performance characteristics. In order to optimize the content or code to achieve the required
performance, a developer needs to see where the performance is spent. Therefore, profiling tools
were used throughout the creation of GAMESPECT to monitor baseline cases of usage as well as
any anomalies.
Table 4: One example run of the UE4 profiling/performance tool
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Instrumentation and Analysis
Instrumentation included collecting lines of code needed for game balancing tasks, lines
of code needed to write the API and efficiency in terms of runtimes, framerates and memory
consumption. The logical lines of source code were counted using LocMetrics (Kojarski &
Lorenz, 2007). Previous authors (Pinto, 2018) have noted that weaver tools such as parsers and
ASTs should not count against the LOC and we follow suit with this recommendation.
GAMESPECT is written in C# as a WPF with a backing API. It contains wrappers to
XText and CPPAST, Clang, and several generators of the C# files needed by Unreal Engine 4.
The task of GAMESPECT is to take high level advice and insert it into existing UE4 code,
whether that is C++. LUA or Skookum Script. The instrumentation should capture efforts at
advices inserted to all three target languages. Across all three of our target examples (Pinto 2017,
Pinto 2018, Kojarki 2007), logging was tracked. Therefore, our system will track logging as
well making it possible to compare our approach to our predecessors. A summary similar to the
following table was made possible:
Table 5: LARA performance statistics
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The LARA statistics were to be compared to GAMESPECT; a range of savings around 25-100%
should be reported based on this prior work (Pinto ‘17). In effect, the total number of lines of
source code should easily decrease with the use of GAMESPECT.

Contributions
The main contribution of this research is the creation of a new language, called
GAMESPECT which is pluggable to a multitude of script languages for UE4. Other authors
have termed this style of programming “meta DSL” or metaprogramming / metalanguages. One
key difference of this approach is the introduction of aspects. During the development of each
pluggable piece, aspects werewoven into the existing scripting languages. To the best of our
knowledge, such an endeavor has not been attempted within the realm of a modern, off-the-shelf
codebase such as Unreal Engine 4.
To motivate the stated goal, consider the benefits of centralization and cross cutting to
games. There has been a lot of literature referencing the need for design patterns in games, all of
this points towards a significant savings in terms of effort if certain patterns can be used
(Aljasser, 2016; Dalmau, 2004; McNaughton et al., 2004) . Specifically, game balance is an
interesting area which can benefit from cross cutting and aspect oriented programming. As
noted, some researchers have begun repairing video games automatically with the use of rules
and cross cutting. The common methodology to this type of research is to hook in rules to
certain events and work by passing messages to a central handler which dispatches adjustments
to the game (Lewis & Whitehead, 2011; Varvaressos et al., 2017; Varvaressos et al., 2013).
The contribution of this dissertation is not only a new language which can be used to
crosscut a variety of concerns but also the demonstration that it’s a useful, efficient, modular and
extensible. The language and toolset will be launched on Github and promoted to practitioners.
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Summary
GAMESPECT provides a new language, composition specification and framework to be used by
any game engine but specifically the research described is shown to work on Unreal Engine 4.
The methodology of this research involved creation of the language, composition specification
and framework followed by analysis of the results. Analysis was performed in a similar manner
to previous language work (Kojarski, 2007). Specifically, modularity, usefulness and efficiency
were monitored and compared to previous works. Modularity is shown by the presence of
multiple languages including C++, Skookum Script and LUA. Extensibility is made possible by
creating GAMESPECT as a framework which can be extended for different game engines.
Usefulness is shown as a measurement of decreasing lines of code needed for similar
functionality inside a game engine programming environment. For example, various common
gameplay tasks were scripted and performed, with the results being compared against nonGAMESPECT approaches. Finally, efficiency was measured in terms of average runtimes for
the various scripts employed in the gameplay tests. The expectation was that a minimal impact
would be seen on efficiency, and a large positive impact toward usefulness.
The largest amount of work for this effort was the creation of GAMESPECT and the
numerous glue code modules needed. For example, CPPAST had to be incorporated into
GAMESPECT and it was required that we perform the basic reification steps. TXL was
responsible mainly for matching and ordering while other game code was be responsible for
editing TXL specific to the calling specifications. The framework is represented by an API, a
collection of classes that makes for this tweaking to be possible on a per-engine basis. Luckily,
the four phases of weaving for aspect oriented languages has been shown to work in prior
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research (Kojarski ’07). GAMESPECT calls upon this work and, using it as a baseline, apply it
to its own language in a unique environment. Specifically, GAMESPECT uses one target aspect
oriented runtime (the engine) with multiple incoming target languages. Kojarski’s work and
Pinto’s work either assumed multiple aspect-oriented languages or multiple target engines
(Kojarski ’07) (Pinto ’18). Finally, GAMESPECT uses commercial and freely available retail
codebases which are used heavily in the industry. To our knowledge, there hasn’t been a metalanguage aspect-oriented attempt using C++ as a final target language/engine. If this type of
meta-language work is to become more commonplace, it will be important to consider
commonplace and prevalent languages like C++ instead of academic languages such as COOL.
As noted by other authors (Pinto, 2018), if aspect-oriented languages are to be useful they must
be decoupled from their source languages. This work is in the same spirit, but with a directed
approach towards a common C++ codebase: whereas LARA is concerned with multiple target
languages, this research is concerned with one final target language (C++) and multiple source
languages (LUA, C++ and Skookum Script). Therefore, this research is first of its kind, albeit
very related to LARA, the research is showing different applications in different contexts which
require different methodologies and slightly different toolsets. The toolsets required in this case
include XText, TXL and CPPAST blended together in a common framework. Due to the large
nature of our codebase it will again be important to consider efficiency as it relates to code bloat.
Yet, it is expected this efficiency measure will compare to similar efforts in LARA and
SPECKTACLE (Kojarski ’07) (Pinto ’18).
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Chapter 4: Results

GAMESPECT was tested with several segments of code, all representing common game balance
tasks. Of the chosen tasks, an equal portion were originally coded in C++, LUA and Skookum
Script, respectively. The original idea was that GAMESPECT would result in a lines of code
savings while simultaneously providing one central place for all game balancing code (as
opposed to three: LUA, C++, Skookum Script). For this solution to be tractable, it was
necessary to demonstrate there would be very little performance penalty for the associated
aspect-oriented weavers and runtime processors. The following section describes each of the
game balance tasks in detail and reports the results of our tests (that is, the results of using
GAMESPECT for these tasks vs the traditional method). Following these comparisons, we
analyze the results and generalize the findings.

Noise Paradox Testbed
Noise Paradox is an independent game project, and uses GAMESPECT, LUA,
Blueprints, C++ and Skookum Script. The game features “beatmatching” and rhythm based
gameplay akin to Guitar Hero or Rockband (Miller, 2009). In order to progress in the game, one
must match two songs together on the appropriate beat. The gameplay is based on having your
minions (friendly AI) fight off enemies which are marching left to right in an attempt to reach
the player. To spawn friendly minions to help along the way, the player must tap on the beat
bars at the appropriate times. It should be clear that in a game like this, game balance becomes
increasingly important. For example, the duration of which to hit on the beat makers, the
strength of the minions and the speed of the attacks are just a few of the variables in question.
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The Noise Paradox game was chosen as the focus for our game balancing initiative for a few
reasons:
o Noise Paradox uses a combination of all target languages
o Noise Paradox is a music-based game with a lot of game balancing needs
o The author has complete access to the Noise Paradox codebase.

Noise Paradox Game Balance Tasks

The following pieces of functionality were evaluated with respect to the Noise Paradox game and
GAMESPECT. In the following section, “ls” represents a listing file, “lua” is a LUA file, “sk” is
a Skookum Script file and “gs” is a GAMESPECT file:
Beat Now (BeatNow.ls, BeatNow,lua, BeatNow.sk, BeatNow.gs)- Beat now is the piece
of functionality called when any playing track reaches its note-tracked “beat”, typically this is
once per measure at the start of the measure (the first fourth note).
Calculate BPM (CalculateBPM.ls, CalculateBPM.sk, CalculateBPM.gs)- Calculate
BPM takes incoming beats and compares to previous beats and the current time, hence
calculating an average beats per minute. Although nothing needs to be tuned in this function, it’s
very integral to the system and must be run on each track that is playing.
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Character Deck Component (CharacterDeckComponent.cpp,
CharacterDeckComponent.ls, CharacterDeckComponent.gs) – This piece of code is responsible
for keeping track of loaded tracks and performing ticks (frame to frame updates) on them. The
deck component individually can be tweaked for gameplay and some shared code exists between
decks.
Minion Controller (MinionController.cpp, MinionController.ls, MinionController.gs) –
The minion controller is responsible for advancing, retreating, halting and attacking. In all cases
we must do a null-pointer check to see if the appropriate minion is selected. This share code can
be extracted to an aspect in GAMESPECT.
Spawn At Player (SpawnAtPlayer.sk, SpawnAtPlayerAspect.sk SpawnAtPlayer.ls,
SpawnAtPlayer.gs) – Spawn at player is a helper function that spawns FX on the player from any
part of game code. In doing so, the code must determine the player transform (position plus
rotational data) and apply the spawn code. This is common functionality which can be captured
by an aspect.
State Manager Component (StateManagerComponent.cpp,
StateManagerComponent.cpp, StateManagerComponent.ls) – The state manager component is
responsible for all state transitions. There is a lot of code here for managing the time a player or
enemy is in a certain state and for retrieving player/actor objects from the state. Much of this
shared code can be abstracted to an aspect.
AI State Advancing (AIAdvancing.sk, AIAdvancing.ls, AIAdvancingAspect.sk) – This
state represents the logic needed to advance the AI enemies once the player has done a successful
beat match. These enemies will fight the friendly minions which the player has also spawned.
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There are many variables to tune in this state including the number of enemies to spawn, the
health of each enemy, the positional data and other elements of the enemies. In abstracting this
to GAMESPECT we have created a central location for the changes.
Player State Advancing (PlayerAdvancing.cpp, PlayerAdvancing.ls,
PlayerAdvancingAspect.sk) – The player should advance after every beatmatch is successfully
made. He will walk forward and spawn a number of minions to help in his fight. There are a
number of variables to tune here including: number of minions, health of minions, health of
player, duration/distance to run forward, and others We will insert these via GAMESPECT
thereby demonstrating the modularity of this approach.
Tick Manager Component (TickManagerComponet.cpp, TickManagerComponent.ls,
TickManagerComponent.sk) – Everything in the game must be ticked, meaning a pulse must be
given each frame. On these frames, calculations can be made such as BPM calculations, timers
and a variety of other gameplay mechanisms. There is a lot of shared code in the various tick
managers, combining some of the commonalities via aspects saves on total lines of code.
Level State Advancing (LevelAdvance.cpp, LevelAdvance.sk, LevelAdvanceAspect.sk,
LevelAdvance.ls, LevelAdvance.gs) – In addition to the player advancing and the enemies
advancing, the level must progress. Players must beat match one set of songs followed by
another for the game to progress. Each newly matched song provides a new battle. This is
managed from the level state advancing class which holds the information on which songs to
match, the duration of the songs, and timing of enemy spawns. These are gameplay details that
must be tuned by the designer. In adding these to GAMESPECT we save not only lines of code,
but, as a side effect, we create expressive power for the designer.
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Measurements for Game Play Tasks
To create test beds for GAMESPECT it was first necessary to bind together all the functionality
in one cohesive form. We choose UWP/WPF since it’s a well-known platform. The extensibility
section will cover this implementation in greater detail. The idea was to get a couple samples
compiling to Skookum Script (as the native aspect language). The order of operations are as
follows:
1. Write the code natively without GAMESPECT in mind.
2. Investigate the game code using Sourcenav and the solution explorer native to Visual Studio
2015.
3. Determine applicable point cuts and write these in GAMESPECT.
a. Add a pointcut for the named function in the GAMESPECT App.
b. Add GAMESPECT code in a text file within a directory that is tunable from the
GAMESPECT App.
c. Verify the calling specification is correct for Skookum Script and C++
4. Run the GAMESPECT App, thus generating runtime code that can be used instead of the
native code.
Once the language was working and compiling down to Skookum Script, with hooks in the three
target languages, this study measured for extensibility, modularity, usefulness and efficiency by
using basic tests of programming language variety, code size and performance across the tasks
detailed in the previous section. This is very similar to the performance measurements proposed
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by Lorenz for Awesome (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2006). Likewise, extensibility (pluggability) was
measured by looking at correctness for the generated code as it is translated to multiple languages.

Extensibility
GAMESPECT has been created as a wrapper containing glue code which binds together the
various software tools. In particular, this is C# API which is defined inside a WPF based C#
application, with game-specific shells that can be filled in on a per-engine basis. This
application can be called by UE4’s build step and runtime steps from the command line. The
API was defined to be extensible and tunable for future engine work. For example, future game
engines could take advantage of composition specifications and the API framework.
Since most of game development uses Windows based tooling it is important to support
Windows users (Gregory, 2009). The modern incarnation of WPF (Windows Presentation
Format) is known as UWP (Universal Windows Platform) (Whitney, 2016). UWP provides for
a feature rich set of tools including frameworks that function on all Microsoft products (Surface,
PC’s, phones, Xbox One, Xbox 360). Likewise, the product uses a modern model-view-viewmodel architecture which can easily be extended. Below we will demonstrate how a
development team or researcher could take advantage of the GAMESPECT API and UWP to
support aspect-oriented programming (via GAMESPECT) in their own engine.
First, lets take a look at the final product as used in UE4. GAMESPECT provides a
UWP application which can call out the necessary API’s to both extract point cuts and insert
advice. Having a central application for this means we can easily combine the various steps of
the process into a smooth operation. Figure 43 shows the front end of the application including
three key features:
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1. PopulateFromDirectory:
This option enables the user to populate the GAMESPECT advices from a certain
directory (which is tunable via the settings tab). This directory should contain all .GS
files.
2. ScanFilesWithCompositionSpec:
There is also a button to scan the included files using the .cspect composition
specification telling the program which files should be advised in the UE4 codebase.
This process corresponds to reification previously described in chapter 3, and uses
CPPAST and Clang behind the scenes.
3. PerformInjection:
Finally perform injection uses TXL behind the scenes to actually input the code.The
code input is available in the output directory which is also configurable from the
settings portion of the application. It would be the developers responsibility to copy
these files to the correct location. One future area of work would be to enhance the
program by enablihng automatic placement of files and perhaps checking them out
from source control.
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Figure 43: GAMESPECT Operations Screen

While the GS Global Operations provides a way to easily populate all .gs files using
given composition specifications, it was also desirable to have a way to view which
GAMESPECT files were being used for the advice and pointcuts. This resulted in a separate
screen called Point Cuts which is shown in figure 44 and a preview code screen which is shown
in figure 45. The Point Cuts menu provides a visual print out of the files present in the users
working directory. Most the work in this area involved typical WPF/UWP applications
programming. For example, we used a model-view-view-model architecture with the button
clicks represented as notifications to the underlying model, hence requesting a change to be
viewed on the screen.
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Figure 44: Point Cut list

Figure 45: Point cut code details
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The described features enable for a system which is wholly independent of UE4 but at the same
time, tied to its data files. This separation allows for the project to be extended to other
platforms, game engines and products.
While all of the above is certainly a step forward towards extensibility, the key to
adapting GAMESPECT for other engines will be in the calling specifications. For example
consider figure 46:

Figure 46: Calling spectifications for skookum

To advise for future engines the following requirements must be met:
1. Engine must be using C++
2. Engine must incorporate GAMESPECT API (available with this dissertation)
3. Engine must write their own calling specifications

Example calling specifications for this iteration include specifications to call from blueprints,
although this wasn’t fully hooked up for this version of GAMESPECT, it should be relatively
trivial. Figure 47 shows an example of how this project could be extended to support blueprints
in Unreal Engine 4:

Figure 47: Blueprint sketch of composition specification
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Modularity
GAMESPECT is created to be modular, it can be inserted into multiple languages with
concurrent support. This is demonstrated in Unreal Engine 4 with Skookum Script, C++ and
LUA. Code can be written in any language and GAMESPECT can make use of it. This is due to
the creation of an API and GAMESPECT composition specifications which can allow for
multiple ways of calls to be made to target languages. For example, if we consider the following
code, we can see that the same GAMESPECT code can produce either C++ code or Skookum
Script code (or perhaps both). The results of which code are compiled only depends on the
matches found during reification/matching. For example, if matches are found in C++, C++ will
be advised. As a very simple example, consider the following calls to GetPawn in various
Minion functions of Noise Paradox (figure 48):

Figure 48: Minion Controller Code Native vs GS

Now consider the improved function where “check” will be injected after GAMESPECT is called
(figure 49):
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Figure 49: GAMESPECT modification to Minion Controller in Noise Paradox

In comparison to other methodologies, GAMESPECT performs well in the modularity
category. We have provided weavers for three target languages: C++, Skookum and LUA.
Meawhile, LARA also provides three weavers: Kadabra, MANET and MATISSE (Pinto, 2017)
and SPECTACKLE provides for only one (the AWESOME weaver) (Lorenz, 2012) but does
provide for the ability to provide composition specifications (something which is missing in
LARA, but LARA provides for an API to be tuned by the developer). It is our opinion that
combining the API open source nature of LARA with the compositions specification power of
SPECTACKLE demonstrates a more extensible system than either approach. This is because
future developers can not only customize the API to their needs but they can provide new
composition specifications to a variety of languages, such as are used in their own engines.

Usefulness
Game balancing is a task which must be performed on all video games. Often this balancing is
done on an adhoc basis with no design patterns and no cohesion. Performing this task with
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GAMESPECT will preserve cohesion and reduce total lines of code needed to correct for game
balance issues.
Many behaviors in games happen multiple times (Blow, 2004). For this reason, code re-use is
high and can result in higher line counts. With the GAMESPECT approach, the code is written
once and used in every calling site. For example, decHealth is called from a variety of weapons,
hazards, spell-like effects and physics interactions. In our sample game, the code adjustment is
three lines of game balancing code and the calls are five in number; this is fifteen lines of code
versus three in the GAMESPECT approach.

Table 6: Savings Calculations

This is an extreme and academic example which was created before GAMESPECT was
implemented (and tested once implementation was done). But the question remains, how does
GAMESPECT perform on real code in a production setting. For this reason, we monitored
GAMESPECT usage on a video game that is in active production: Noise Paradox. Noise Paradox
(NP) is an independent video game being produced by Thawed Codebase LLC. The game is a
beatmatching game similar to Guitar Hero and Rock Band. In the game, you play the role of a DJ
and you must match notes “on the beat”. This means a great deal of properties must be game
balanced: the frequency of beats, the BPM calculation itself, when the notes spawn, and when the
helper agents spawn.
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All of the above can be helped by GAMESPECT. To monitor the usefulness of our
approach we allowed game production to continue “as normal” and then came in after-the-fact to
insert GAMESPECT advice to areas of the code that were common themes existed.

These

common themes were found by using Sourcenav. The above was repeated for three Skookum
aspects and three C++ aspects.

The pointcuts were as follows: beatNow, calculateBPM,

spawnAtPlayer. Inisde C++, PostAKEvent was found to be a regularly called function inside
DeckComponent while GetPawn was popular in the MinionController and Tick was often called
in the StateManagerComponent. The destination total lines in table 2 represents the fact that not
all lines in the final product can be turned into GAMESPECT code. For example, beatNow
resulted in three GAMESPECT lines, with eleven lines remaining. Resulting in total destination
lines of 36. Table seven summarizes our findings.

Table 7: Lines of Code savings for GAMESPECT: Test Suite 1

In software engineering projects and especially in games, prototype code is often replaced
with longer-lasting, pervasive code which will be used for the duration of the project. Often this
code isn’t written until half way through development (Wang, 2015). The code segments
measured in table 2 were bits of code created early in the production of Noise Paradox. While
their functionality didn’t change, new functions were added. To get a more accurate measurement
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of all phases, some of these new functions were measured with the same methodology. These are
captured as Test Suite 2, in table 8.
Table 8: : Lines of Code savings for GAMESPECT: Test Suite 2

As evident by tables 7 and 8, LOC savings ranged from 9% to 68% savings. GAMESPECT is just
as comfortable advising for C++ as it is for Skookum (and blueprints/LUA). Given this we made
sure to monitor usage of both languages. It was found in both samples that a greater range existed
in C++.

For example, it was LevelStateAdvancing that saw a 68% savings, but

CharacterDeckComponent only saw a 9% savings. This is probably because it’s quite common
in C++ to use “getter” and “setter” type functionality which has very few lines and also complex
functionality where many initial settings must be repeated (Riehle & Berczuk, 2000). Contrasting
this to Skookum Script, one can see that many of the tasks are similar in nature.
There is one other aspect of usefulness that should be mentioned. The GAMESPECT process
is slightly different from prior approaches in the category of artifacting. The artifacts of running
GAMESPECT are usable, tunable code which is input to UE4. We perform code injection for
weaving while other methods perform their injection earlier in the compilation process (Pinto,
2017). Using a pure code injection process and combining it with TXL (Cordy, 2005) allows for
us to provide developers with the code they need. In short, usefulness of the end product is
enhanced by it’s readability and tunability.
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Efficiency

Efficiency measurements were performed by comparing balancing code written in standard
Unreal Engine 4 vs code written in GAMESPECT. It’s assumed that efficiency in terms of runtime
and total code size will be slightly effected by using GAMESPECT. However, our findings should
be in line with other multi approaches such as Kojarski techniques (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2007).
To test that the runtime behavior of GAMESPECT is similar to runtime performance of
native approaches, we have implemented GAMESPECT in a several well-known game mechanics:
spawning, beat calculation, finite state transitions and enemy handlers. We will also be able to
compare the results to similar DSAL approaches which have been measured using the same
techniques (Kojarski & Lorenz, 2007). In doing so it was our goal to verify the following
hypotheses:

1. The runtime performance of GAMESPECT Skookum-woven bytecode is the same as
Skookum native.
2. The runtime performance of GAMESPECT C++-woven bytecode is the same as C++
native.

Our testing shows that the average runtime of woven GAMESPECT code is on average of 3
milliseconds greater than that of native code when using Skookum Script and 2 milliseconds
greater when using C++. This result is expected because C++ is better optimized and the overhead
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for GAMESPECT becomes less of a factor. Figures fifty and fifty one summarize these findings,
respectively.

Figure 50: GAMESPECT Efficiency Skookum Test Suite 1

Figure 51: GAMESPECT Efficiency C++ Test Suite 1
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Figure 52: GAMESPECT Efficiency Skookum Test Suite 2
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Figure 53: GAMESPECT Efficiency C++ Test Suite 2

The largest performance difference across both test suites was about 15 milliseconds (in the
BPM Counter function). Meanwhile, most functions resulted in little or no change.
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In addition to runtime performance, the memory footprint of UE4 which included
GAMESPECT code was considered, in relation to runtime footprints of UE4 with native code
(and no GAMESPECT). Extremely minimal differences were found, mostly likely because
GAMESPECT is a source to source transformation language: lines of code savings results in
small amounts of reduction of footprint size, especially considering that compression routines
will exist in both. Table 9 shows our results:
Table 9: Memory footprint sizes of UE4 native vs with GAMESPECT

Metric Comparisons to Other Meta-languages
It is useful to compare the results of this dissertation against other meta-language approaches.
While there are not many who have attempted the same kind of meta-level approach as
GAMESPECT, there are a couple which are very related (Pinto, 2017) (Kojarski, 2007). It was
our hope during implementation of this dissertation that GAMESPECT would end up within a
small percentage variation of both LARA and SPECTACKLE.
As noted in the related work section, the LARA codebase found a 25-100% reduction in lines of
code, or 62.5% average (Pinto, 2017). On inspection of their results, it can be seen that
Awesome and SPECTACKLE have roughly a 25% average reduction in lines of code (Kojarski,
2006). Our own research with test suite two has shown a 9-68% reduction in lines of code,
averaging to 29.5%. Therefore, GAMESPECT sits in between LARA and SPECTACKLE,
comfortably inside the spectrum of usefulness between prior implementation of meta-languages.
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Meanwhile, in terms of efficiency, SPECTACKLE has reported an increase in milliseconds
processing time from 43ms to 45ms on similar tasks (Kojarski, 2006). LARA (Pinto, 2018)
reports a similar metric with an increase of 3ms using the meta-language approach.
GAMESPECT has an increase similar to LARA, at 3ms. This is a negligible difference at
runtime and wouldn’t be noticed by the developers or users.

Meta‐Language LOC Percentage
Reductions
70
60
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30
20
10
0
LOC Average Reduction
LARA

GAMESPECT

SPECKTACLE

Figure 54: Lines of code reduction across meta‐languages
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Figure 55: Milliseconds overhead for aspect oriented meta‐language approaches

Chapter 5: Conclusion
Game Development is still a young field. Only a couple decades ago teams were still composed
of a handful of programmers writing code in their basements. Now, on a modern production,
there will be hundreds of programmers writing code and working with dozens of other
departments inside game production including art, sound and others. It’s very important for
proper software engineering techniques to exist in game creation (Wang, 2015). Yet, despite this
known fact, many game development initiatives feature very little design pattern usage, and a
small amount of innovation from outside the field (Treanor, 2015).
Meanwhile, in the larger field of computer science, there have been relatively few
initiatives to bring aspect-oriented programming to the mainstream. What few have existed have
been extremely successful. For example, post-sharp and dependency injection is a general
strategy now in applications programming and web programming (Jain, Bhansali, & Mehta,
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2015). Likewise meta-programming initiatives via using DSL’s have proven useful in the areas
of high performance computing and logistics processing (Costa, Canedo, & Bonifácio, 2018;
Videau et al., 2018). If these same advances could be brought to games, it has been posited that
a real benefit could be attained (Passos, Sousa, Clua, Montenegro, & Murta, 2009).
Petrovic and Fujita describe a level editing tool made possible via meta-languages, with
the hypothesis being that a meta-language level editing tool could be beneficial to multiple
games by binding together the common vocabulary and allowing designers to focus on higher
level details (Petrovic & Fujita, 2018). This work is similar to our own but doesn’t involve
aspect-oriented programming. It also assumes the work of level editing will only exist in their
new editor, whereas GAMESPECT allows for side by side usage of the new language with the
existing languages. In allowing for cross-pollination of the codebase from a number of
languages it makes it easier for developers to adopt the new language: they need not modify
existing known-working solution, only change their habits with newer systems. Also, sometimes
certain tasks are better off in one language than another. For example, memory management is
best off in C++ while AI scripting might be best off in a higher level language such as Skookum
Script (Blow, 2001).
This combined approach of supporting multiple languages with one higher level meta
language also advocates for the highest degree of flexibility to developers. Developers who
prefer to operate in C++, can stay in C++ while those who want to work in blueprints can move
to blueprints. But meanwhile both types of developers can support gameplay balancing tasks
(and other design patterns) by employing an aspect oriented solution. GAMESPECT provides
for more efficient development which ultimately will make for better software engineering
practices,
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Results

The results of GAMESPECT have been very favorable to the approach. It was
demonstrated in the previous section that a line of code savings between 9% and 68% was likely.
This means for less code to write by programmers and less maintenance by the same. Likewise,
a small amount of increase in processing shouldn’t be seen as a detractor: most of the tasks
monitored performed within a couple seconds extra milliseconds processing time. This results in
a negligible degradation in performance in exchange for less code, more maintainable code, and
more portable code.
The following figure is a good summary of the results:

Total Savings
45
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25
20
15
10
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0
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Figure 56: Total savings with GAMESPECT

As seen in figure 56, we’ve effectively halved the lines of code needed to describe many
common tasks. One criticism may be that object-oriented programmers could optimize their
code in like ways (via abstraction, modularization, etc). But this optimization is also possible in
GAMESPECT. GAMESPECT is only one tool in a toolchest; if Aspect-Oriented programming
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makes sense for the particular project, it should be used for that project. If not, GAMESPECT
can still be used as a higher-level language, and in this sense it would be more akin to the work
by Petrovic (Petrovic, 2018). But similar to the modern popularity of the dependency injection
pattern in applications programming, our belief is that in making this type of higher level
programing available, it will eventually be adopted by those who wish to bind together their
scripting solutions while also allowing for aspect-oriented techniques.

Future Work
There are three opportunities for future work of GAMESPECT: community management,
extra engine support and further applications work. As a community effort, GAMESPECT
needs constant monitoring and support. This is mostly a maintenance task which could be left to
undergraduate and graduate computer science students. However, it does include the creation of
a GitHub repository and some documentation. Most of this work is not research but it’s
important work nonetheless to support the current efforts. It is thought that, with community
help, developers might start embracing the new language. Human Head Studios of Madison WI,
has already expressed interest in the language and it’s planned to demo to them. This is the
studio responsible for a variety of hit games such as Batman Akrham Origins and Rune. Having
GAMESPECT used in this setting would certainly be a good test of its effectiveness.
The inclusion of other languages inside UE4 was very important to our work, it allowed
us to demonstrate modularity and extensibility. However, continuing on this theme,
GAMESPECT should not be relegated to UE4 just as the LARA language is not relegated to the
tasks which they have demonstrated (Pinto, 2018). In fact, our work has a much greater potential
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for including given the fact we have chosen one common base language that can simply be
adapted with composition specifications. These composition specifications make the approach
particularly appealing to other engine providers. For example, Crytek users can determine the
call sites for LUA and C++ inside the Crytek engine while Unity users determine analogous sites
in C# and Javascript. The inclusion of multiple languages in GAMESPECT will also demand
that the source transformed language of Skookum Script be changed to LUA or some other
language that’s a target for that specific engine. This work would be fairly substantial since all
our XText routines are programmed for Skookum Script. A graduate level student, however,
should be able to take the work as described and apply it to other languages and game engines. It
might also be interesting to compare and contrast efficiencies in various languages and
platforms, there certainly should be more research in this area.
Table 10: Other engines and their scripting languages.

In addition to the support of multiple languages and engines, it might be necessary to
consider that not all engines will be written in C++. Indeed, one of the assumptions which
makes GAMESPECT possible is the shared codebase (between LUA, Skookum Script and C++),
which is C++. But what if it is not C++? What if there is no shared language and the target
languages go to multiple targets. This would be more akin to the work of Lorenz on
SPECKTACKLE (Lorenz, 2012) and would involve multiple levels of calling specifications.
This would be an interesting academic exercise but in practice most game engines are
programmed in C++.
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The final area of future work is similar to the community initiative. With this
dissertation, only the most crucial elements of the GAMESPECT app were created, but the app
needs in addition the following features:
1. Text editing of aspects.
2. Automatic importation of join points from text files.
3. Error detection routines.
4. Automatic inclusion of injected code into engine directories.
Other parts of the application may need work, as well, to be a full featured, open-source
endeavor. All the code discussed and demonstrated will be made available on Github and
eventually as a plugin on the Epic Games site for UE4.
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Appendix A : Skookum Script Academic License
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